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KNIGHTSTOCK
REMATCH
.Hitt explains timing
· of Kruczek's firing
•

UCF football hopes to defeat
Marshall the second time around.

UCF's version of Woodstock
featured Sister Hazel on Friday.

-SEE.SPORTS, Bl

-SEE LIFESTYLES, B4
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Board of Trustees also
• eyes new med school
PATRICIA XAVIER
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Senior Staff Writer

Athletics dominated talks at
Thursday's Board of Trustees
meeting, where President John
Hitt revealed the reasons behind
the early firing of former UCF
football coach Mike Kruczek.
Overshadowing a surprise
visit by Conference USA
Commissioner Britton Banowsky,
and the official vote - where

board member s unanimously
approved UCF's entrance into the
conference - Hitt personally
fielded questions regarding
Kruczek's termination.
According to Hitt, Kruczek's
early termination stemmed from
UCF's need to hire a new coach
before the official beginning of
athlete recruitment. Hitt· said he
and Athletic director Steve Orsini
did not want to deal with the distraction of trying to find a new
coach quietly; while Kruczek continued to manage the team. With
athlete recruitment begllining
after the end of UCF's football
season, Hitt also said a new

coach needed to be in place to
make decisions and set goals for .
the team and for the football program. Hitt added that in order for
UCF to actively seek a new coach,
the pµblic would have to be a;ware
that a decision regarding
Kruczek's future with UCF had
already been ).llade. Hitt added
that he did 'hot want to have to
deceive the press, in fear that the
decision would be leaked prematurely.
While Hitt was unable to
speak in detail about recent controversies r egm-ding players on
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COURTESY JAMES WAUEN

Military Policeman James A. Wallen, stationed at Tallil Air Base in Iraq, shows his UCF spirit with a Knights flag atop a military Humvee.
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Tradition takes ~tudent to fight in ·Iraq
CHRISTINE DELLERT
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Senior Staff Writer

He spends the night traipsing
through red sand clouds, a loaded
machine gun in his hands. His
duties . include manning guard
posts at enemy prisoner of war
camps outside Tallil Air Base and
preventing sniper attacks on the
army's main supply roads to
Baghdad.
UCF senior J ames Wallen
wanted to be a police officer, like
his father hoped to be more than
25 years ago. But he enlisted in
the U.S. military after high school,
also like his dad. "I decided that
my life wasn't full enough and I
wasn't contributing enough to
society in the summer of 2001,"
the 2&-year-old engineering technology major wrote via e-mail. "By
the time Sept. 11 occurred, I was
considering the military."
In a family with a combined 50
years of military service, Wallen is
the first member of his family
deployed in combat. And he is one

of more than 66 UCF students,
faculty and alumni serving in military operations to rebuild and
stabilize Iraq.
Wallen is stationed at Tallil Air
Base, 200 miles southeast of
Baghdad and 12 miles away from
An Nasiriyah - the site of an
Iraqi attack in March that left 11
American soldiers dead and
seven taken prisoner. He serves
there as a military policeman in
the 100-degree heat.
It runs in his family; he said.
"My father, uncle and grandfather
were in the army. My brother has
been in the army for 11 years, and
one of my sisters has been in the
U.S. Air Fbrce for almost a year
now."
The &-foot-tall, hazel-eyed
Wallen left UCF for U.S. Army
. Reserve training in August 2002.
His unit the 320th MP
Company - was activated on
Jan. 16, the night before he graduated from Military Policeman
School.
"I was shocked and obviously

upset," he wrote. "I was registered for [classes at UCF] and
already started to buy books. I
couldn't believe that my father,
uncle and brother had never been
deployed, and 'little old Army
Reserve me,' not even gr aduated
from [training] yet, was activated
to go fight a war!"
After a nine-week stay at Fbrt
Steward, Ga., Wallen boarded a
plane for the Middle .East in
March. 'We were told to run to
the bus when we got off the plane
[in Kuwait] to avoid a possible
sniper attack," he said. On April
4, "we left for the Iraqi border in
the back of a five-ton truck, M249
(machine gun) loaded and pointed
outwards, mind and heart racing."
It was Q.ifficult to see him leave,
said Larry Wallen, James' father
and a 54-year-old retir~d U.S.
Army Major. "There are things
that you sometimes just have to
do;" he said. "It's his duty. It's
PLEASE SEE
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Making noise in the name of God
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Patriot Act protest dra~s throngs, honks
ALEX BABCOCK
Managing Editor

Rachel Olander stood anxiously on the steps of Orlando
City Hall at 4 p.m. Friday with
a dozeµ political allies .
Wearing a blu e . long-sleeve
shirt and jeans, she looked like
anyone-but she came to lead
a rally against the Patriot Act.
The 24-year-old and a group of
liberal and conservative
groups gathered downtown to
send a message to Mayor
Buddy Dyer and city commissioners - they want a resolution by the city against the Act.
1 The Patriot Act, a group of
federal laws passed in the
wake of Sept. 11, 2003, was
designed to aid law enfor~
ment ·agencies in combating
terrorism. Opposition to the
Act ha~ festered since its passage, focusing on what critics
call invasions of privacy and
violations of civil liberties.
Provisions of the Act grant
law enforcement the power to
perform
"sneak-and-peak"
searches, where the investigators examine the contents of
cars and homes without telling
the owner or having a warrant
to do so.
Immigrants suspected of
terrorist ties can also be jailed
indefinitelywithout access to a
lawyer or family. "You don't' get
a lawyer, you don't get a trial,"
said Nathan Mitchell, 21, a
Student
Government
Association senator. "You just

rot in jail."
Olander says fear of the Act
has inspired 208 cities in the
United States to pass resolutions against it.
Aflh:lr making a speech to
Dyer and the City Council last
month about the need to
inform the community; a
speech Olander said fell on
deaf ears with Dyer, she decided a rally was the next logical
step. Already a defender of

civil rights as the president of
UCF's
America n
Civil
Liberties Union chapter,
Olander decided she'd tell the
people herself.
· By 4:30 p .m., her group of
sign-toting activists had grown
from a dozen to about 50. By
its peak, it would be near 150,
including babies, the elderly;
and every age in between.
PLEASE SEE
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The anti-Patriot Act rally drew an estimated 150 activists, including some UCF students
(top). David A. Pritchett, 24, showed that some Republicans oppose the·Patriot Act.

GLBSU hosts gay wedding
RACHEL BECK
Staff Writer

Two homosexual couples will
fictitiously tie the knot during the
Big Fab Gay Wedding in front of
the Student Union today at noon,
as a demon stration to gain
awareness and support for the
issue of gay marriage.
Students Advocating for
Equality; the political action committee of the Gay; Lesbian and
Bisexual Student Union, organized the wedding.
Melissa Hastings, SAFE
Coordinator, and Joe Saunders,
GLBSU · treasurer, co-directed
the event.
Hastings and Erin Russo will
be the two brides in the wedding,
and Saunders and Jonathan
Gibson will be the grooms.
Officiating over the event is
another SAFE member, Danny
Coeyman. All those in the wed-

ding party are also SAFE mem- change some people's minds
about the number of people who
bers.
The wedding is a demonstra- do not have the right ~o marry.
President Bush declared Oct.
ti<'m; neither of the two couples is
12-18 Marriage Protection Week,
actually dating.
Hastings said she came up where he emphasized that marwith the idea for·the mock wed- r iage is the union between a man
woman,
.exclusively.
ding when she was researching and
the Human Rights Campaign's According to Hastings, Bush is
Million for Marriage movement. also currently supporting a conThrough the movement, people stit utional bill that, if passed,
can sign a petition and advocate would riot allow any state to recfor legal same-sex marriages. ognize same-sex marriages.
"This would be the first time
She said she thought the wedding would be a good way to get since prohibition that the
UCF studen ts' attention and American government was takmake them interested in the ing rights away from people,"
Hastings said.
issue.
Russo said, "I can't believe
Hastings said she hopes the
event will "get people aware, get they would consider an amendthem thinking about how there . ment that would take away
are members of their own com- r ights from a facet of the
munity that don't have equal American people."
"We're being withheld from
rights.".
She also said she hopes the
PLEASESEE SAFE ON A2
t urnout at tl).e w edding will

Lifesaving process seeks student marrow donors
NASEEMsown
Senior Staff Writer
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rmed In front ofthe Student Union on Thursday afternoon of last week. The group came from
to spJead the. WOid of'°41 to UCF students. Their name, ''fl", means ''for Christ."

Atop a table in front of t he
Studen t Union Wednesday,
Patr ick Hine s' picture stared
back at students who walked by.
He appears to be a healthy
young man, but a closer look at
the print below the picture
reveals that he's in dire need of
help. Patrick is suffering from
aplastic anemia, a rare blood disease. The only cure for his illness is a bone marrow transplant.
That's why Adele ; : th, the

director of public relations and
donor recruitment for A Gift of
Hope, donated more than half of
her day to host the table.
A Gift · of Hope, a.k.a. Kids
Beating Cancer, was established
. in 1992 by a mother who lost her
nine-year-old son to leukemia .
Since then, the mission of this
non-profit organization has been
to provide critical lifesaving and
life-enhancing services to medically fragile children with cancer
who are not covered by Medicaid
or insurance. They also provide
the children as well as their families with bone marrow and

cell transplant information, and
test the families and volunteer
donors to find a possible match.
The immediate family is
assumed to be the best bone marrow and stem cell match for the
patient in need. However, in
many instances this is not the
case. That is why volunteer
donors are needed. The information obtained from volunteers
through a simple blood test is
entered into the national registry
of the National Marrow Donor
Program. This registry is tapped

rm
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International party at Union
The annual International
Fair comes to UCF from 9 a.m.
tQ 3 p.m. Monday in the Student I
Union Pegasus Ballroom.
Students can sample cuisine
from around the world, straigfit ,
from the cookbooks of Italy,
Spain, India, Korea, and many
others.
Immigrants and naturalborn Americans will show off
pride in their heritage at tables
decorated with icons of their
home countries, including customary clothing and native
music.
Representatives from five
continents will add their personal flair to the global party,
which organizers estimate
could draw 3,000 people. The
fair is free and open to the public.
Before the fair begins, students will participate in the traditional flag. parade, which
starts at 8 a.m. and will tour the
boardwalk around the Student
Union and end at the Reflecting
Pond. Student representatives
will show off their cultural flair
in a colorful display of native
dress, from kimonos to turbans.
There will be performances
throughout the day with both
music and dance, including
Caribbean, African and Latin
American influences. A DJ will
also play international music
during the fair, along with
American hip hop and other
popular music.
For more information call
Chrishma Singh Derewa, president of the International
Student Association, at 407463-9558.

Israeli speaks of homeland stress
Gabriel Sheffer of the
Hebrew
University
in
Jerusalem will speak on
Palestinian-Israeli relations at
7:30
p.m.
today
in
Communications
Building
Room 101. Sheffer teaches
political science in Jerusalem,
Israel. He is a member of the
editorial board of Israel
Studies, he is on the Senate at
Hebrew University, and serves
as a consultant to the Israeli
Prime Minister's Office. Sheffer
is also the recipient of the
Prime Minister of Israel Prize
for his book "Moshe Sharett,
Biography of a Political
Moderate."
He will also conduct a seminar on the war in Iraq and the
Arab-Israeli conflict at 12 p.m.
tomorrow
in
Business
Administration Building Room
212.
The lecture and seminar are
open to the public and free. For
more information call Moshe
Pelli at 407-823-5039.

Mass protest set for Miami
UCF club Campus Peace
Action will send 50 students by
bus to Miaml on Thursday to
attend a protest rally against
the Free Trade Area of the
Americas conference.
The Free Trade Area is a
proposed economic partnership between 34 democracies in
the western hemisphere, based
on the elimination of trade and
investment barriers.
Protests are planned for the
duration of the conference,
from
Monday
through
Thursday. Protest groups say
the trade zone will allow
wealthier nations in the hemi-.
sphere to exploit poorer
nations through access to lowcost labor.
They say the Fl'AA, which is
an extension of the already
implemented North American
Free Trade Agreement, will
allow businesses in the United
States to move factory work to
poorer nations in the hemisphere.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send an e-mail to editor@UCFnews.com or send a
fax to 407-447-4556. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

Corrections

,

1

In the Nov. 13 issue, page B4,
"Men's extended roster" the
Future left one name off the list
of the men's basketball team
players. Ben Stout, a 7-foot-1inch center, is on the extended
roster.

Wilson blasts Bush on WMD claims

NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

Ambassador blames
Bush for blowing
his wife's CIA cover

, Cell phone switch coming •
On Nov. 24, wireless cusa
tomers in the nation's top
100 markets will no longer
need to stay with one company to keep their phon~
number. New federal rules
will allow the mobile phone
users to move their numl:)ei:
from one provider to anoth~
er.
The Telecommunication
Act mandated the transi.
tion to portability in 1990,
and since then the industry
has spent $1.2 billion iJ!
preparation. Although most
of the carrier-switching •
process will be automated;
many of the industry's ana~
lysts question the efficiency
of the procedure, predicting ~
that up to 30 percent of the
attempted switches will fail,;

ANDRES HEALY
Contributing Writer

Ambassador J oseph C.
Wilson believes the Bush administration misrepresented key
information to justify going to
war in Iraq and, standing before
a packed Pegasus Grand
Ballroom Thursday, he told UCF
why.
He also shared his feelings
about his wife's blown cover as a
CIA operative, which he blamed
the Bush administration directly
for, naming Bush directly in his
accusation, and calling it "a fundamental breach of trust." .
W:llson had stepped· into the
national limelight when he
accused the Bush administration
of leaking to the press that his
wife was a CIA operative. He said
it was done in retaliation for an
editorial he wrote accusing the
government of promoting informati9n they knew to be false.
In 2002, W:llson was sent to
Niger by the CIA to investigate
claims that Iraq had been trying
to purchase uranium from Niger
to support its weapons program,

MAnHEW WRIGHT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Former Ambassador JoseP,h C. Wilson IV spoke about his experiences in the war on terror and the alleged nuclear link between Iraq and Niger.

but found no evidence to support
the accusations. Wilson says he
was sent on behalf of Vice
President Cheney.
He said that a French company; under the strict supervision of
the French government, was
solely responsible for mining and
controlling the country's urani-

um and dismissed claims that
Niger could have been secretly
dealingwith Iraq. .
"Niger never has any money;"
Wilson said. "Getting that kind of
money would have been something that everyone knew about."
Since France controls all the
uranium, it would be impossible

for any one person or group to
sell refined material without their
knowledge, he added. "Five hundred tons of yellow-cake uranium
isn't something you can just hide
in your pocket."
He reported his findings to the
PLEASE SEE
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Pentagon: Uncertainty is lowering morale
killed in hostile action since the
Bush administration declared
major combat in Iraq over at the
what he trained to do. I'm not
start of May, ABC News Online
happy with it, but it sort of goes
said.
with being an American. If you're
"The soldiers that I interact
not willing to defend your country
with are MP's and they all supthen I don't think you need to be
here."
port the president and the nation
in all of our duties," Wallen said.
But he added, "I would rather
see me go than him."
"The only frustration that we can
actually label is the stress about
Larry said he communicates
with his son every few days via enot knowing when we will be
mail. It takes about a month to
home."
Earlier this month, CNN
reach James by mail. "I don't
reported that the Pentagon would
know how people in WWII got
through with just letters," he said.
combat low troop morale by sendJames Wallen, raised as a miling more than 100,000 fresh
itary brat, 'is used to living on
troops to Iraq early next year.
Already more than 30 members
army bases and taking orders
of the Army Reserve's 143rd
from commanding officers. His
Transportation Command left
family was stationed in
Central Florida on Wednesday for
Frankfurt, Germany, during the
FOrt Steward, local media report.
Gulf War. "He rode back and
"I'm over here fighting for my
forth to school everyday during
family, friends and all of the
that conflict with armed solAmericans who support the soldiers," his father said.
COURTESY JAMES WALLEN
"Thei:e's a difference between While Saddam Hussein remains at large, Wallen takes an opportunity to symbolically
diers and for those who cannot
execute
defend themselves," Wallen said.
military kids and civilian kids," the deposed Iraqi dictator. Wallen also keeps himself entertained with a laptop DVD player.
Larry Wallen explained. "Military
"The standard of living in An
Nasiriyah is much better than
kids know more. They're just and candy, I was sending the anti- often shops on eBay.com.
more astute. They get to experi- bacterial soap and body wipes
Wallen was told he would before. I've run several missions
I
return home in April, but fears he bringing truckload after truckence things that other people [he asked for]."
don't know exist sometimes."
Iraq is very different from could be activated for up to 24 load of food, water and medical
''.As MP's (military supplies to the surrounding vilLarry Wallen says he believes home, Wallen said. At first, the 'months.
bis son was better prepared than camp's nearest shower facility policemen) we're still in higl1 lages and hospitals."
Wallen says he will soon be
other reservists. "I thiilk raising was "about a 10 minute walk in demand," he wrote. "I could pos-'
him as a military brat has given the dark." He sleeps on a ham- sibly not see home until early sent to guard a prison in
Baghdad. "You don't get what you
him the internal resolve. He's mock in a room with five other 2005!"
going to come home without any soldiers. "Not at all comfortable
A survey released last month want [over here], and yom- worst
mental scars."
compared to a bed," Wallen by a Pentagon-funded newspaper feats tend to come to life," he
Jen Friedewald, 28, a close added. "But it is much better than reports that of the 2,000 U.S. said..He anticipates that he could
friend of Wallen's, says his knowl- the ground and safer too. The troops in Iraq questioned, half be in more danger after the move,
edge of military life has also bugs that we worry about most- described their unit's morale as but says he willingly makes the
·
"helped him get other reservists spiders and scorpions - don't low and their training as insuffi- sacrifice.
through this."
"If you go to war a pessimist
easily climb smooth aluminum cient, and said they do not plan to
James knew how to adapt to legs on the cots."
expecting to die, you will," Wallen
re-enlist.
To keep himself entertained,
Officials tie this low morale to said. "You have to have the hope
the desert and the barracks, she
added. "He took all this stuff the Wallen brought a used laptop the increasing number of U.S. sol- that you will get home safely and
other soldiers didn't. When every- with a DVD player. He joined two diers dying in Iraq. More than 100 will be able to return to a 'normal'
body else W!IB sending cookies D~ clubs online, and says he U.S. soldiers have now been life."
FROM

Al

Robot Hall of Fame inductees
On Nov. 10, an unusual
induction ceremony was
held at the Carnegi~
Science Center at Carnegie
Mellon University. The
inductees were four robots
that were judged to have
the "right stuff", had
achieved 'firsts' or had
affected humans' t~
deeply. Unimate robot arm,
Mars
pathfinder
"Sojourner" rover, R2-D2 of
Star Wars and HAL 9000 of
' 2001: A Space Odyssey
were inducted into the
Robot Hall of Fame,
Unimate was recognized as
the first industrial robotic
arm that had performed
hot, dangerous, or distaste;
ful jobs. Sojourner was the
first device to perform
autonomously on another
planet (Mars). R2-D2 represented the paragon of a
helpful and accomplished
robot, and HAL 9000 raiseq
important questions about
conflict between humans
and robots. Hall of Fame
organizers said they felt i1
was important to include
fictional robots alongside
real world machines,
because science fiction
often leads science.

•

SAFE plantiing protest against anti-gay marriage bill
FROM

Al

the rights everyone else has just because we are gay,"
Saunders added, ''We're not asking for special rights, just equal
rights."
Saunders said the timing of
the mock wedding was decided
partly in reaction to the constitutional bill and Marriage
Protection Week. Hastings said
these were not the only issues

that led up to the decision for a
public demonstration.
"The actions of our state government make us think this is an
issue we should be addressing,"
Hasting said.
A reception will follow the
wedding in the Student Union
Room 222 until 1 p.m. Students
will have the opportunity to talk
with SAFE members about gay
marriage and legislation. They
will also be able to sign the

Million for Marriage petition, in
support of the right for gays to
marry.
SAFE was formed out of
GLBSU to solve the problem of
political issues impeding on the
social events of the GLBSU.
Currently, members of SAFE
are also helping Equality Florida,
a statewide education and advocacy organization which works
to eliminate discrimination
based on sexual orientation, as

well as race, class and gender.
Tb,ey are helping Equality
Florida promote the Dignity for
All Students Act. According to
Saunders, this act would make
discrimination based on race,
class, gender or sexual preference illegal in K-12 classrooms.
SAFE recently went to the
Equality Florida's Safe School
Summit and were trained in how ·
to educate people about discrimination.

Group hopes students will help save leukemia victim
FROM Al

into every time a patient needs a
donor. If a match is found, the volunteer is contacted, and if still
willing, they would go through
the process of bone marrow or
stem cell donation.
"Many people are not willing

to donate bone marrow, because
the procedure is uncomfortable,"
said Mele Smith. But one should
keep in mind that this temporary
discomfort might save a child's
life.
It is also the misperception
that if o:r~e is an organ donor they
would also be considered for

bone marrow donation. However,
there •is big difference between
the two, said Smith. "Your
organs are used after you die, but
your bone marrow is needed
while you are alive."
A Gift of Hope will be in front
of the Student Union on
Wednesday for one last time this

(enttaf ;fforiba 1uture
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month.
Sponsored
by
Multicultural Student Center,
this organization hopes to recruit
more volunteers and hopefully
find a match for Patrick. And one
thing to remember, "Once you
volunteer, you are not committed
to donate, you can always
change your mind," said Smith.
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Breaking wind to talk
Two
teams
of
researchers in Canada and
Britain have discovered
that herring create a mysterious underwater noise by,
well, farting. They suspect
that herring hear the bubbles as they're expelled,
helping the fish form protective shoals at night.
These Fast Repetitive
Ticks, which makes a
rather
mischievous
acronym, FRI', have a very
high frequency of almost 22
kilohertz. The researchers
also found out that these
outbreaks of 'flatulence' are
not gut related. Rather,
they were produced in
response to darkness, high
fish densities, and hig1l concentration of shark scent. It
is believed that herrQig use
this form of communication
to maintain contact after
dark, without giving ·their ·
positions away to predatory
fish.

Dishwashing mystery solved
Researchers at Lehigh
University have discovered
the source of the cloudy
ring that forms around
most wineglasses. After
close examination with
optical microscopy, the scientists found that repeated
washings in the dishwasher
caused the glass in the
wineglass "bowl" to dissolve slightly. This causes
the tiny cracks to spread
and to scatter light, giving
the bowl what looks like dirt
or grime. The detergent
manufacturers are taking
steps toward making
milder solutions; however,
the glass manufacturers
have yet to make a move on
this quality control 'issue.
Hand-washing wine glasses
is recommended.
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American ·c oach L ine ·O ffers
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SGA is partnering with American Coach Lines to publicize this great offer to all UCF students.
Th~y will be offering the followi:i:ig routt.~s
.

to take students
. fio.nie ~ tlie ~-

Leaving
Exit 142
Exit 116 F
Exit 99 Flo

•
•

•
3:45 PM ·

.

-

•

Cost is $70.00 round trip per person, reservatio~s must be made by calling
American Coach Lines at 407-826-9999 and must be paid in advance by Visa,'
Mastercard, American Express or money order.

.I

•

Funded by the Activity and Service Fee through the Student Government Association
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Ambassador: Iraq war has fueled terrorism
FROM

A2

CIA and said· that he believes
they were passed on to the vice
president with two ·other independent reports. "The U.S. government had three reports that
denied that NigBr had sold, or
tried to sell, uranium to Iraq," he
said.
Still, Bush quoted a British
paper in his January address,
stating that an African country
had been trying to sell uranium
to Iraq. Wilson didn't come forward until he learned that the
president was referring to NigBr.
His editorial, ''What I did not find
· in Africa," accused the administration of using false information
to support an unnecessary war.
"The document from which
they made the statement was a
forgBry so bad "that a 20-minute
search on Goog1e would have
shown anyone that they were
fake," Wilson explained.
He believes that Iraq had
weapons of mass destruction,
but the military could have
missed them when it swept past
critical Iraqi sites without securing them.
He added that he was never
against the use of force, but that
it should have been used to
enforce inspections, not for the
"invasion, conquest, and occupation ·of Iraq." Using false information to fool the American public calls into question why we
went to war, Wilson said. "The
sending of our sons and daughters off to kill and die for our
country is no small thing. We
need to agree on the facts before

Student takes
fight back to
City Hall
FROM

Al

The rally, held Friday, was
originally scheduled to precede the City Council speech,
but Olander said now was the .
right time to act. With the corner of Orange Avenue and
South Street crowded with
activists waving colorful
signs, she said the event was
more than she'd hoped for.
"This makes me very happy,"
Olander said. "This is a good
day."
.
Even .still, Olander says
doing that kind of protesting is
just shy of criminal under the
Patriot Act. She says the Act
goes against the foundation of ·
our nation - free speech, the
right to dissent and the right
to organize ·against oppressive forces. "The Boston Tea
Party would be defined as an
act of terrorism under .the
Patriot Act," she said.
The groups gathered
downtown, including the ·
American Freedom Coalition
and members of the ·UCF
Progressive Council, stood
shoulder-to-shoulder along a
200-foot stretch of curb as
news crews from local radio
and
television
statiop.s
worked their way through the
crowd. Slogans on hand-written poster-board signs caught
the attention of cameras, with
slogans such as "DUDE!
Where's my Bill of Rights" and
"Patriot Act: · One step away
' from fascism."
Some of the more animated
protesters yelled to downtown
traffic as it flowed past the
busy intersection - and cars
responded with honks of
apparent approval. Protesters
waved, jumped up and down,
a.pd occasionally dashed into
the street to draw more attention from the rush hour commuters.
"The Patriot Act is unjust.
It's wrong. We need to repeal
it," said Sandra Lilith of "Hate
Free Zone," a F.irst Unitarian
Church affiliated group. Lilith
said the group has a duty to
fight the Act, . because
Unitarians live ·by principles
of social justice, something
she says collides with the
Patriot Act.
·
· As the protest pushed on
toward its conclusion at 5:30
p.m., the sun slid down be~d
towering buildings, casting
long shadows on the group. As
daylight
slipped ' away,
Olander thanked the crowd
that was gathered around her
at a street-side lighted monument. "Thank you guys, everyone for coming - we had all
sides of the political spectrum
'( here," she said. "This doesn't
end here."

we finish debating."
Wilson also accused the Bush
administration of bung'ling the
reconstruction effort. "The inold
for Iraqi government is 'if I have
the biggest gun, you do what I
s,a y or I'll kill you,"' he said. 'We
need to give the citizens security
and stop the violence.
"The Iraqi people know their
history better than most people ·
know who won the Super Bowl,"
he continued. "They won't tolerate being occupied. It is only a
matter of time before they resort
to mass insurgBnces or acts of
civil disobedience to protest U.S.
occupation."
_
He stressed that we must
seek international partners to
"pull our chestnuts out of the
fire." Iraqis have had to liquidate
their most precious assets to survive and they blame the United
States, the Britisl;l. and the United
Nations, he said.
'When the history ~s written,
we will see two winners, international terrorism and neoconservatives, and two losers, the United
States and Israel," he said. 'War
is a very blunt instrument. Most
people saw · 'Shock and Awe'
through the lens of Al-Jazeera
·and saw it as a humiliation of a
society and a religion. We have
only increased the number of
international terrorists."
Wilson later touched on "
subject he has avoided in the
press. He said that he faults the
president rurectly for betraying
his wife. "If you cj.on't like the
message, you discredit the messenger," he said. "It was more
iniportant to malm a politiciil

point and protect an agenda than
to protect national security."
"I don't sleep well at night
knowing that person is still in
office, able to leak more information concernh1g national security," he added. In response to a
question from the audience
about the source of the leak,
Wilson said, "The speculation
tl~at the leak originated from
[White House senior adviser]
Karl Rove is very credible. His
office is conveniently locat~d
right next'to the president's."
Responding to questions,
Wilson told the ·audience, ''You
cannot have the government of
your dreams if you don't go out
and vote. It is the duty of a
responsible citizen to call a government on its [expletive]."
Wilson is the first speaker to
come to Florida on behalf of the
Global Awareness Network,
which is sponsored by the
University of Florida, University
of South Florida, ·Florida A&M
University and UCF.
.
Most recently, Wilson served
as the Special' Assistant to the
President and Senior Director
for African Affairs at the
National Security Council under
President Clinton. He was a
· member of the U.S. Diplomatic
Service from 1976 to 1998 and
was first appointed ambassador
by Former President George
H.W Bush, serving as the acting
ambassador in Iraq during
Operation Desert Shield. He also
acted as the ambassador to the
Gabonese Republic and to the
Democratic Republic of Sao
'Turne and Principe.
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Take·a closer look at -these
graduate study opportunities.

·Uninsured young adults take
.high-stakes garrible
·•

DALLAS - Clint Bowers
had always been in perfect
health.
So when the 24-year-old
Baylor graduate was dropped
from his family's insurance
plan and couldn't land a job
•
with health benefits, he took a
gamble.
He did without.
Then
four months ago,
11
Bowers got the shock of his life. Suffering from a fever and
fatigue, he went to see his doc-·
tor. The diagnosis: leukemia.
"This is something you cruft .
ever believe would happen to
you," said Bowers, who went
.1 · tl:).rough three months of treatment before finding a way to
get coverage. "I hadn't ever
been sick in my life, and while
I'm uninsured, I get hit with
this."
In the United States, the .
number of people between the
)
ages of 18 and 34 without
health coverage has grown to
17.9 million people, accounting
for· 41 percent of the country's
uninsured. Amid a soft job market and increasing insurance
costs, experts fear that more
and more people in this age
bracket will forgo medical care.
According to the most
recent census data; 15.2 per- ·
)
cent of the U.S. population, or
43.6 million people, are uninsured, up from 41.2 million in
2001. The number of people
without . coverage has grown
steadily since 200D, coinciding
with a struggling economy and
) a weak job market. Most young
adults are dropped by their
parents' insurance at age 19, or
" 22 if they go to college.

•

London prepares.for waves of
protesters during Bush visit .
LONDON In April,
American troops toppled · a
giant statue of Saddam
Hussein in the center of
• Baghdad. This week, Muslim
antiwai: demonstrators plan to
tear down a hastily erected
sta'.tue "'of President Bush in
central London.
The mocking parody will be
part of a series of huge demonstrations scheduled for Bush's

)

Business Administration (MBA, EMBA)
Consider the prestigious one-year MBA
program accredited by The Association' to
Advance Collegiate Schools,of Business
(AACSB).'
•
Clinic~I Psychology (MA, MS, PhD)
Train to t;>e an investigator and a practitioner In
a program accredited ·by the American
Psybhological .Association· (APA).

JOHN F. RHOO~ I OALlAS MORNING NEWS

Southern Met~odist University student Chantel Smith, a sophomore from Plano, Texas, gets
a flu shot from nurse Cheryl Black at the school's health center in Dallas..'Texas, on Nov. 6.

state visit here.
diers fired at least eight mortar
Bush, who is vecy unpopular shells into a clothes-dyeing facin Britain, arrives Tuesday and tory that had been attacked the
British authorities are bracing night before.
for a huge security operation.
At 7 p.m., 1st Armored .
Tens of thousands of protesters Division soldiers fired mortar
are expected to converge on and artillery shells at two more
the capital duringthe three-day sites in Baghdad ,that officials
visit and 5,000 police officers suspected had been used to
will be on duty to keep order, a launch rockets and mortars at
top Scotland Yard official said coalition compounds, said
Wednesday.
Capt. Dave Gercken, a
"This is an extremely high- spokesman for the 1st Armored
profile visit and we w.ant to Division.
make sure that it goes off. . In a separate attack, an ACextremely well,"
Deputy' 130U "Spooky" gunship used
Assistant Commissioner Andy 105 mm cannons and 40 mm
Trotter of the Metropolitan machine gurts to destroy a forPolice said at a news confer- mer Republican Guard building
ence. "Our major concerns ar~ in Baghdad's al Fa.rat neighborsecurity, making sure .that the hood. Dozens of distant explorest of London can get on with sions could be heard around
its business as well, but also 9:30 p.m. ·
facilitating the prot~sts.
Gercken said insurgents
.
.
had used the building to attack
1
U.S. forces begin 'Iron Hammer' the 1st Armored Division.1
attack against Iraqi insurgency
. Brig. Gen. Martin Dempsey,
BAGHDAD, Iraq - U.S. the commander of the 1st
forces on Thursday stepped up Armored Division, said the i
a bold yet risky new offensive operatiL>ns were based on an
to stamp out the Iraqi insur- analysis of recent patterns of
gency.
e:q.emy activity and were
Shelling began at dusk ~ designed with enough precisending shock waves through sion to minimize civilian casuthe capital - as American sol- alties.

Electrical Engineering (MSEE, PhD) .
Prepare for your high tech career through activ~
participation in funded research projects with
renowned 'faculty.
Mathematics (MS, PhD)
Graduate from one of the country's premier
applied mathematics programs.
Optic~ (MS, PhD)
Study with internationally recognized faculty at
the Center'for Rase.arch and· Education in Optics
and Lasers_ (CREOL)-one of qnly three ·
academic optics departme_nts in the nation.

22 doctoral, 67 master's, and
69 certificate programs '.
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Medical school study given administrative green light
FROM Al
the football team, he said the
incidents had been embarrassing for the university. Hitt
praised Orsini and the athletic
department for how quickly and
thoroughly they handled the inci·
dents.
"Student athletes are students first, and they have rights
and privileges as students first,"
Hitt told board members.
"Playing football is a privilege,
not a right. I do regret seeing the
reputation of the University suffer. Although we were very disappointed, we are trying to be as
forthright . and .proactive as we
know how to be.' We insist on
high standards of behavior."
. Banowsky said while he is
unaware of all the details behind
ROB MELENDEZ I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
the firing of Kruczek, he is confi- Student Government Association President Brian Battles voiced opposition to the Creative
dent that Hitt and members of School for Kids fee increase during Thursday's board meeting in the Student Union. .
the athletic program will make
legislature, and then signed off
strong decisions on how to rem- good people."
edy academic issues facing athBoard members also dis- by Governor Jeb Bush. Board
cussed the need to increase the member Geraldine Ferris said
letes at UCF.
"I think the conference and number of tutors made available although she is not sure where
all the member~· of the confer- to athletes, as well as the need the funding will come from, she
ence puts the ideas of academic for a computer lab that would is corifident that the state legislaintegrity right at the top of the provide an academic facility for ture will support efforts for the
medical school. Ferris su,ggested
list," he said. ''When we have sit- student athletes.
uations where those values are
Several proposals were that the study also look into denchallenged we all support each passed at the meeting including tistry as a possibility to comple.,ther to take steps on campus to one that allows UCF to begin a ment the medical school.
"I think the study is going to
address them. I'm confident that · feasibility study for a new medDr. Jfitt and Steve Orsini are well ical school. Hitt told members show that this is a great area
equipped to deal with these that if the study was launched and that there is a great need,"
kinds of issues. Now it's time to this year it could take between Ferris said. .''We have a lot of
move forward."
five and 10' years before a med- tourists that use emergency
BanoW&ky added that while ical facility was available at the Care, we have a large elderly
UCF stands out as a university university. Members agreed that population and a large veterans
with both academic and athletic if UCFwas to take on the project, population and being the center
potential, athletes should expect the medical school should .pro- of the state, access is very good.
higher standards in competition vide a residency program and I want it to be a good medical
and academics when playing in research opportunities for stu- school that rivals otherE( around
the conference.
dents. Hitt said that the research the country, and if we get ~t in
''We're a conference that is money and prestige a medical stages and pi~s that's fine."
going to provide great competi- school could bring UCF would
Also passed were two propostion," Banowsky said. "The plat- contribute to· the entire coniIIlu- als to establish additional
form for our programs will be nity.
departments in the Rosen
pretty strong because we have
Despite unanimous support School of Hospitality. The disCisome .really competitive pro- from board members, UCF faces plines will focus on tourism,
. grams throughout the confer- several obstacles, including, events, and attractions manageence. UCF reany is a university budget problems plaguing state ment. The study of those proposthat's perceived to have great universities and government als is expected to begin next
'value. Hopefully th~y'll [athletes] support. The proposed school year.
get a chance to travel to some would have to be approved by
A debate was prompted when
neat places and meet a lot ·Of the Board of Governors, the state Student
Government
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Currently enrolled students are entitled to consult
with program attorneys about legal matters
and entitled to receive advice. In addition, legal
representation up to and including all stages of trial
will be provided in certain types of cases, of which
the following are representative:
•

Landlord/tenant problems affecting
stulifents living arrangements in the
community.

•

Consumer problems confronting individual
students.

•

Traffic cases

•

Criminal law
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6 Month Wnmmty on AH Computers
Students in need of legal service should contact,
either in person or by telephone (407-823-2538),
Student Legal Services in Room 155 Student
Resource Center. All consultation is by appointment
only..No legal advice will be given over the phone.
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Jennifer Hassani
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Association President Brian
Battles questioned the fairness
of a propos al that . would
increa se fees of the Creative
School for Children. The fees
would go to salaries, repair and
maintenance, ·
expanding
instructional programs and
additional services for the facility. Battles argued that while students are paying 65 percent of
the cost of running the school,
only 40 percent of students actually use its services.
"I thought that the numbers
need to be investig-a.ted further,"
. Battles said. "Currently students
pay 22.5 cents per c:redit hour in
ClTF funds that are used for the
Creative School. Students that
utilize the Creative School also
must pay a fee that is not much
less than faculty and the community are charged. I did not think
that this was a fair proportion
and the figures need to be fur. ther evaluated." ·
Harris Rosen, who voted
ag'3.inst the increase, agreed. He
said he did not support passing
the fees to students and parents
who were already paying high
tuition fees. Rosen said instead
of passing the resolution, steps
should have been taken to
explore alternative means of
financial support for the school.
"I'm not in favor of passing
increases on to people, especially to people who can least afford
these increases," Roseri. said.
"One has to be creative and find
other ways of reducing expenses
or generating income. The easy
answer is to pass off those fees
to s~dents, but it seems to me
that a little bit of time and creativity could have helped to handle the situation."
Left for a January debate was
a controversial· resolution that
would partner UCF with a company called NelNet, Inc. The
company would assist UCF in
allowing the university to profit
while acting as a direct lender of
student loans. Board members
concerned with the financial risk
of such an endeavor wanted
more time to look into the project.
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OUR STANCE

Medical.school.is
needed but costly
U

CF President John Hitt has
research school.
high hopes. He must, because
He's gut the Orlando community
on Thursday he and the other behind him, both city guvernment
members of the Board of Trustees
and local businesses. By focusing
commissioned a study to see if UCF energy on computer, physicaj and
biological sciences and the
should build its own medical
researcb that couples those proschool.
grams, the school is churning out a
The monthly meeting of'uCF's
new crop of highly skilled workers
executive officers decided that it's
worth considering building a
for technology companies. If those
'school, even though as Hitt said it
companies want to get _a t the workmight take five to 10 years to build .ers early and easily, they're more
one, if the school gets the financing .likely to move their businesses to
approved. Unless the cost is foo
the area. As a result, Orlando's tax
base increases, and high-tech busihig11: once this ball gets rolling,
don't expect it to stop before the
nesses mean more money for low· medical school opens its doors. •
tech businesses that do everything
UCF would join the ranks of the from janitorial work to construcUniversity of Florida, Florida.State tion.
,
University and the University of
Building this school will be espeSouth Florida as the only public
cially important to the local healthuniversities in the state that have
care industry. Supplying hospitals
medical sch,ools.
with trained physicians isn't easy.
Tu Hitt and other university
Donald L. JefnigM, the president
8.dnti.nistrators, the move surely
of Florida Hospit~ said in a letter
to UCF President John Hitt that ·
means hitting the big time for our
school. Since the school first startwe're the largest city in the country
ed in 1968, its focus has been on
'without a medical school, even
thoughwe have the largest hospiscience - only since 1978 has the
school ·been called the University of tal. The situation across the country isn't any better - there are
Central Florida. It used to be FrU
- Florida Technological University, 126,000 nursing positions alone
because of its ties to research.
- that are unfilled in this country,
Now Hitt is working toward
according to a report by the Joint
building a leg-acy for himself - he
Commission on Accreditation of
.
recently signed a five-year contract Healthcare Organizations.
extension, which could be his last
Shortages of specialists are also
predicted - including heart suryears with the school. In building a
medical school, he'd be taking
geo~ who take eight to 10 years to
another step toward his vision of
train.
making UCF a preeminent
Finding medical professionals to
'

take the place of the waves of retiring workers would be far easier
with a school nearby sending a
graduating class a year into the
field. It's why both Jernigan and
Wmter Park Hospital Vice
President Kenneth Bradley are
behind this medical school.
DCF offers a medical school
program to students now - they
just have to gu to USF to finish,
with three years of higher-level
training atop a bachelor's degree
earned here. It's a soiution to a
need, but by rio means ideal.
Since the need for a medical ·
school exists, the only real question
is if UCF can pay for it. There will
likely be outside funding from area
hospitals eager to see this facility
built. However, much of the funding
will have to come from UCF, a
school .cqrrently considering cutting classes from its schedules and
capping enrollment next fall.
Where will the money for a medical school come from? Jt'll depend
on how the economy shapes up,
and how the state guvernment
re6po_nds to the very real problem
Florida's schools are facing. For
now though, concentrating on paying for what we already have
should be, and likely will be paramount. .
Building this medical school is
almost inevitable, as is the prestige
that will come with such a move.
Making it happen is the challenge
UCF faces, in an already challenging time.
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READER VIEWS
Ahypocrite of democracy

·

For the comments Ambassador Wilson
made regarding our guvernment's decision to
engage in war with Iraq,,I have to say he is
notJ;iing more then a hypocrite. First, I have to
say that his comment stating that the reason
1
our guvernment went to war with Iraq was only
to show off the quick and destructive power of
the United States is absolutely ludicrous.
This is implying that our military leaders
are nothing more then followers of Adolf Hitler
that act out of genocide. But the interesting
part about the speech is the reasons Wilson
undermined the Bush administration for guing
to war with Iraq.
His main argument was that our guvern-·
ment used a forged document with details that
Iraq received 500 tons of Urar'lium from Niger.
He said the war was a lie, and a waste of life.
Why would the government release confidential information if it were valid, and risk
exposing undercover s·ources?
Should the guvernment have released faotu. al information about the weapons of mass
destruction in Iraq and risk rev~ intelli. gence agents inside Iraq?

I

;Stomach surgery can't
· tum fat to happy
,F

at kids and their parents are
taking the easy way out yet
agfiln, according to some ,
American doctors. ·
Gastric bypass surgery, better
, known as "stomach stapling," is on
·the rise in America, with a rapid
increase in the procedure being-performed on children. It's.being touted by some doctors and patients as
, a successful last resort, when diet,
' exercise, counseling and other medical interventions have failed.
It's helping some kids'lose hundPeds of pounds, lowering their
chances of developing diabetes, and
improving their health in general.
It's also helping kids and adults to
miss the point entirely.
·
There has never been an easy
solution to help the average
American lose weight and get in
shape. Despite this; purveyors of
famous borderline joke gifts like the
Abdominizer and the Thighmaster
have made the quick fix a cottage
industry in this cq_untry, but in the
end they're mostly marketing hope.
The cynical or experienced consumer already knows that those
products rarely work to help a person lose weight and improve fitness,
though advertisements promise the
world to those who use them, showing shots of models with bodies like
Greekguds.
Now the quick fix is a very
expensive stomach-stapling procedure, which sbrinks the stomach to
the size of an egg, and reroutes the
small intestine. It's been a big success for some people, helping them

lose weight by forcibly controlling
from complications related to the
procedure. Staples can break and
their eating habits. After having a
infections can set in. Fifteen perfew bites to eat, the patient
cent of patients end up gaining back
becomes nauseated due to a full
the weight they lost through the
stomach, and doesn't W8Jlt to eat
procedure by stretching their minisanymore.
cule stomachs back out by eating
~t sounds like the.perfect plan for
nonstop.
the person with no willpower, but
Just like buying an exercise bike,
that couldn't be farther from the
this procedure can be an exercise in
truth. Recent obesity.studies have
shown that the majority of people
futility; only it costs $25,00<Jto
$40,000 to undergu. It's arguable
who are very overweight or obese
aren't that way due to genetics, but that by removing the physical strain
rather compulsive eating. That com- of obesity, the patient has more time
and energy to devote toward fixing
pulsive eating is almost always
symptomatic of a deeper psycholog- the psychological problems that led
to the comp-µlsive eating. However,
ical problem, such as di.fficulty copthat's a lot to expect of someone ·
ing with stress and anxiety, or
impulSe control issues. For most
who's likely spent most of their life
people, it's not the food that's the
avoiding the real issue only to finalproblem; it's the drive behind the
ly address it after finding a quick
procedure that only addresses the
desire to eat. As the Overeaters
physical symptoms of the problem.
Anonymous.mantra says:· It's not
Unfortunately, due to the "sucwhat you eat, it's what's eating you.
The stomach stapling procedure cess" stories of some who've had
does nothingto fix the true problem the operation, like television weatherman Al Roker and singer Carnie
leading to obesity. It's simply a
stopgap solution to delay or prevent WJlson, stomach stapling is in dan~r of becoming the new fad in
the debilitating physical problems
weight loss.
which obesity creates. It doesn't
What people don't see is that
address the psychological or emotional issues which cause the obesi- patients who lost weight after the
procedure didn't succeed at anyty in the first place. Granted, most
thing, they just helped to cover up
hospitals that offer the procedure
the real reaso~ that they can't stop
also make their patients learn
about proper diet and exercise and
eating. ThE;i monster that's chasing
them isn't food; it's their own fear,
make them gu to counseling sesguilt, and anxiety. Losing the
sions, but all of those thing-s should
weight only helps them to run away
have happened before the proce· from what they most need to con- ·
dure,
front, and that's nothing to be
The operation itself is a risky.
happy about.
one. Around one in 100 aCl.UJ.ts dies
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- JONATHAN EDWARDS

The Schiavo quagmire
· While I have no doubt that everyone who is
familiar with the Schiavo case wishes nothing
but the best for all parties involved, the problematic issue that confronts every citizen of this
country gues much deeper than merely the
wishes of Terri Schiavo in ~er hospital bed
Rather, the real issue is whether or not our
democratic traditions that have been with us
for the better part of 250 years can be upheld.
When the U.S. Constitution was debated
and discussed at considerable length during a
hot summer more than 200 years agu, one of
the fundamental assumptions that was correctly adopted was that there are three powers of
guvernment (executive, legislative and judicial)
and·such powers were to be distinctly different
in purpose and process from each other.
According to the founding fathers, failure to
do so would have catastrophic results for democratic institutions.
In the Terri Schiavo case, Jeb Bush has
done nothing less than wage unrelentingwar
upon our deeply held beliefs about the separation of powers. Tu circumvent the authority of
an independent court, which handed down a
decisiqn Jeb and his cronies didn't like, he
pushed a hastily written law to keep Schiavo
alive. The legislature spent little time debating
the decision to give Bush power to do this.
When all the powers of guvernment are in
the hands of one branch, the catastrophe which
the founding fathers were affaid becomes a
reality. While I am not saying that Jeb will one
day rule over us all, I am concerned with the
lack of vigilance we Americans are showing in
protecting.our democracy and civil liberties.
However, we should all be wary of democratic traditions dying.
·
- JOHN PAGNOTII

Kruczek canning was anti-education

What is athletic director Steve Orsini thinking, firing coach Kruczek after he suspended
those players? ["Kruczek canned," Nov. 13]
What kind of message does this send our football players and our athletes in general?
Is he saying it's OK to cut class? I thought
the idea of college was to learn, not to play football.
Am I a football fan? Yes. Do I think we
should have fired coach Kruczek? Yes. Was this
the right time? Of course not. When are we
guing to learn that promoting higher learning is
what matters in university systems, not how
many tickets we sell or if we are on ESP .
It's not like we're guing to salvage this season. The only reason I can think that Orsini
fired coach Kruczek at this time was that he
wanted to show open defiance to carrying out'
university v.olicy on athletes. Steve Orsini
should be thinking more about the university
as a whole, not the success of the athletic program.
- TYlfR GRUMBLES

Senate's 30-hour waste of time

Once again, the guvernment surprises me
in its ignorance. On Wednesday night, the
Senate staged a 30-hour session to raise
awareness of the president's judicial nominees.
During the debate, senators kept talking for
over a day in order to push their party's
issues. They had cots brought in and even
planned candle vigils in order to get the
nation's attention.
What are they thinking? How can this possibly be a woductive way to run our country? t
cannot understand how this is a justified use !
of our tax money, or why they need a way to '
reach the American people. They are senators:
the ''voices" of the American people.
Maybe I do not understand American government. At least I am not alone.

0

-ADAMVICTOR HILL
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

.

Conservative is not Republican

l_Regru-ding "Not all Republicans are anti·
gay'' from "Reader Views," Nov. 10]
Conservatives by definition would oppose
efforts to change an existing status quo.
Republicans as a group, however, would qualify as conservatives on gay rights and civil
unions of gay couples. Former Republican
Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott has said
hqmosexuality is a sin. That is the party's
leadership. Perhaps you should explore other
parties and fino one that better represents
your ideology.
Pro-life groups are actually liberals (since
abortions are legal and they seek to change
existing policy), not conservatives. It is unfortunate the mainstream media and pundits
have .allowed our language to be twisted into
what suits them. That you view the
Republicans as conservatives in all cases is
unfortunate.
The Republican-controlled federal guvernment has increased the size of guvernment,
they have eroded our civil liberties, and have
fought to keep Californians from getting medical marijuana, even though states' rights and
less guvernment are part of the national
·
Republican Party platform.
Starting wars with countries who have not
attacked us based on deception of intelligence
is an example of liberal ideology, as is the passage of.the Patriot Act which gives the federal
guvernment the rig1lt to read our e-mails and
listen to our phone conversations without a
search warrant. On those issues, Democratic
presidential candidate Dennis Kucinich would
be considered a conservative voting against
the Patriot Act. That is why I am encom·aging
folks to vote for Kucinich as the Democratic
nominee.
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- ANTHONY LORENZO
ANONYMOU5_AGITATOR@YAHOO.COM

U.S. lies about Lynch slipped by

The editorial, ["Hype·overlooks the real ·
heroes," Nov. 12], only critiqued the NBC
drama about Jessica Lynch, but the story was
really fabricated by the 'Pentagon. The BBC
and ABC News barely scratched the surface of
this months agu. The BBC investigation uncovered and rev~l'!led the hidden truths, then it
contrf1$ted them with the lies told by Pentagon
.spokesmen, military c01nmanders, and Secretaries Donald Rumsfeld and Colin Powell.
Jessica Lynch's own admissions confirm
the BBC finding-s: she was not wounded in a
. courageous fight against multiple enemies; the
rescuers ruTived at the hospital quietly, without trouble; nurses met them, offering to
unlock doors and direct them to Jessica's
room; Jessica was found being cared for by
under-equipped but ethical doctors whose duty
to patients supercedes guvernment alliances.
Furthermore, the BBC interviewed a nurse
and doctor who defied Iraqi military orders to
move Private Lynch 'into Baghdad, while Iraqis
planned to abandon the hospital as U.S. troops
closed in. The nurse and doctor instead drove
her by ambulance toward the U.S. position
PLEASE SEE
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hours away, and got shot by American troops.
Their ~ons might be defined as courageous,
but reportmg them would complicate U.S. propaganda efforts vvhich seek to clearly define an
enemy state by its leaders, e.g., "Saddam is bad,
let's bomb Iraq."
Haverage Americans start considering the
average Iraqis who suffered from this war~
more than 3,000 have ilied by some estimates we may see more in common with foreign victims
of their government than with our own rulers.
We must rise to the basic moral level that if
wrongwhen they do it, it's also wrong when we
do it. And for the naive who don't know that the
U.S. government lies (like its enemies), Googl&
search the following: "Gulf of Tunkin," ''Warren
Commission," ''Watergate," "Oliver Nort)l," "Bay
of Pig's" and "invasion of Panama."
Keep some tissues handy- the trUth hurts.
-ANDREW MASON

• Hitt should rethink bias
•

•

•
•

John Hitt removed the Future from school
grounds in 1992 after the staff published a photo
illustration depicting Hitt as Adolf Hitler. Since
then, Hitt has severely limited his contact with the
paper and student journalists in g-eneral. Hitt still
claims that student journalists are irresponsible
and unprofessional, they lack objectivity and they
alter facts and quotes to suit their story lines and
agendas.
When asked if the journalism program could
sponsor a newspaper, Hitt made clear it wasn't
likely. Why then have a journalism program at
·UCF?
We need 10 clips in our pockets to graduate.
Tb.at is if we find a slot in the tightly packed and
scarce journalism courses we must take. I don't
understand president Hitt's continual opposition
to our academic and professional progress.

Why should I trust a president that questions .
the preparation I receive by the professors he
hires?"! trust that my professors are the best of
journalism professors. Why can't Hitt? Why
should I understand a president who degrades a
profession that I love and doubts my ability as a
journalist without ever gMng me a chance?
I ilid not publish the illustration. Neither ilid
any other journalist writing for the Future, or any
other student in the journalism program today.
Journalists have a right to fair comment in
cases such as Hitt's, because he's a public figure.
It's time for Hitt to let it go.
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Vegetable protein does the job
In the article, [''.A colleg-e student's guide to
eating well," Nov. 13] it is stated, "True proteins

11651 Universnv Boulevard

11801 Hiuh Tech Avenue

401-211-1616

. 401-513-9000

401-243-6100

• Courtyard Cafe Open for
· Breakfast Daily

come from animal sources." The implication is
that plant sources do not have "true" proteins. A
protein is a protein.
I cannot believe that such a misleailing stat&
ment was published and apparently endorsed by
a ilietician. The statement in the article only P.elps
to perpetuate the misguided, yet commori, belief
that you need to eat animal products to g-et ad&
quate protein.
The sjmple truth is that plant sources provide
enough protein for nutrition. Plants can provide
all the essential amino acids.
I'm surprised the lie the dairy industry wants
the population to believe - that drinking milk
helps promote strong bones - wasn't included as
well.
A plant-based iliet is in fact healthier, as it
does not include cholesterol, the excessive saturated fat, the excessive calories, or the quicklyrotting matter of an animal-inclusive iliet.
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Qualifying you to specialize in Podiatric Medicine
You're considering a career in medicine
but want to do something a little different.
Consider the exciting field of podiatric
medicine.
Whether managing your own
I
practice or working in a hospital or clinic,
as a podiatric physician you will be able to
diagnose, treat, and prevent diseases,

\

disorders, and injuries to the foot and ankle.
Barry University is one of only two podiatry
programs np.tionwide affiliated with a
comprehensive university. So, you benefit
from extensive research facilities, our
unique hospital and medical center
affiliations, and excellent opportunities

for residency programs and extemships
from coast-to-coast. Visit us online at
www.barry.edu/podiatric to earn mote about
how we can help you succeed in a career in
.
podiatric medicine.
~

I
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SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL SCIENCES
11300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
305-899-3130, or 800-756-6000, ext. 3130
mweiner@mail.barry.edu

UNIVERSITY

lt_VWW.barry.edu/podiatric
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Sports Editor

Consecutive A-Sun
championships men's
soccer has earned.

Total saves Ryan
fylclntosh recorded en
route to UCF's
championship victory.

Points UCF football
has scored in their six
games immediately
following a coaching
change.

Points scored against
the Knights in the
games after a
coaching change.

•

Punter Matt ~rater
was named asemifinalist for the Ray
Guy Award, given to
the NCAA's top
punter at the
season's end. Prater,
who.is joined bY
nineoth.er~!n •

the sem1-fhliilS;liin
the top five in the
.nation in punting
currently.
~·

•

What's with
all the hoopla

ASHLEY BURNS

•

~

:

Sophomore
goalkeeper Ryan
Mcintosh was ·
named the A~Sun
"Defensive Player of
the Year" this week
as well as to the ASun All-Conferenc;.e
FirstTeamJunior
Eric Vasquez and •.
senior.Brian Malec
join Mcintosh with
first team honors.
Tim Sobcza~ w~s
named to the AllConference Second
Team.

Upcoming
Volleyball will host
the 2003 A-Sun
. tournament at the
UCFArena
beginning on
Thursday. The
, Knights have a firstround bye and serve
up their first action
ii Friday.

Quotables
"Over the last couple
of years and the
building up of us
being in the MAC,
everybody has
created this rivalry
between both
schools. We know
they [Marshall] will
· be fired up to come
in here and get
things back on track
and our kids are fired
up to have them
•
down here. It's going
to be a great game."
.. - INTERIM HEAD
. COACH ALAN GOOCH

•rm looking for an
architect. We have a
foundation. We want
to have someone
who can deliver a
consistently
competitive national
program the right
way.This ls not
going to be win at .
au costs."

ASHLEY BURNS /.CENTRArl'LORIDAFUTURE

Freshm<ln QB Steven Moffett's second career game will be televised on ESPN2.

Last season, quarterbacks Ryan Schneider and
Byron Leftwich turned a
first-ever matchup between
UCF and Marshall into a
classic rivalry. This season,
Leftwich is the starting quarterback for the Jacksonville
Jaguars and Schneider is
suspended for the remainder
of his career.
In what was once anticipated as .a high-powered
passing matchup, this
Wednesday's
. rematch
against the Thundering Herd
has turned into a battle of
running backs. Marshall's
strong-armed junior quarterback Stan Hill is out for the
season with a torn ACL.
Enter the ground game.
"Marshall is one of the top
teams in the country year in
and year out," UCF Interim
Head Coach Alan Gooch
said. "I think one thing I g-athered from the [Miami] game
Weruwsday night was the
fact that this Herd wasn't the
team we have seen on film or
the team we watched beat
Kansas State, the number
six team in the country. They
obviously turned the ball 1
over and have had some
problems doing that this
year. Still, they are a good
football team and we have
great respect for their program."
Prior to this season, both
Marshall and UCF had been
quarterback hot spots. Hill
was well on his way tQ follow
in the footsteps of NFL upand-comers Leftwich .and
Chad Pennington. Schneider,

Just give me Neon Deion

JEFFTUTILE/ WICHITAEAGLE

Senior tailback Butchie Wallace is one half of Marshall's dominating ground game.

went from playing the supporting role to stealing the
show. Combined, the duo has
amassed 1,392 rushing yards
and 15 touchdowns.
Consistency has been a
major issue in their respective games, however, as neither back has recorded more
than three 100-yard games
this season. Both backs had
monster g-ames ag-ainst
Akron, as Charles ran for 121

Wednesda~ , ,·
UCF (3-7) vs. Marshall (6-4)

of· course, was on pace to
break tlae majority of Daunte
Culpepper's records at UCF.
-Marshall tailbacks Earl
Charles and Butchie Wallace

PLEASE SEE

WALLACE ON B2

Men's soccer
repeat as
A-Sun champs
I

:ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

The men's soccer team completed their Atlantic Sun Conference

domination this weekend as they
added the 2003 A-Sun 'Iburnament
Championship to their regular season championship.
Led by a high-powered offense,
the Knights easily did away with
second seed Florida Atlantic on
Saturday; beating the Owls 3-1.
"It means a lot more because it's
our second time around," midfielder Jaime Planells said. "We thought
we had the best team talent-wise
and we worked really hard."
Juan Pablo Giraudo, ChriS
Beaulac and Jon lmran provided
the offensive fire power for the
Knights, as each had a goal in the
title game. As always, sophomore
goalkeeper Ryan Mcintosh played
at his top level, as he stopped three
shots and allowed just one goal.
Giraudo scored early on a header from a long Eric Vasquez pass.
Beaulac added the game-clinching
goal less than 38 minutes into the
g-ame. Vasquez was shut down on a
breakaway attempt, but Imran
stayed with him and punched the
ball in to give the Knights a 3-0 lead;
FAU standout and A-Sun
"Offensive Player of the Year"
Kristoffer
Aarskog
killed
Mcintosh's potential ninth shutout
of the season with a goal in the 89th
minute. However, Aarskog's · 17th
goal of the season wasn't enough to
match the two goal lead that the
Knights had already built.
"Overall we played well. It was
great to see the offense come alive,
and again the defense played real
well. It showed the team's heart and
what characters we have on the
team. It's just a great feeling to
come home with the champi-;
onship."
Prior to Saturday's championship victory, Mcintosh recorded
his eighth save of the season, as
UCF blanked Mercer 2-0 on Friday.
Mercer relentlessly pounded the
at UCF, but the defense
ed
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While athletic director Steve
s.earching for the right
candichrte to fill the vacant football
head coach position, dozens of names
of Mike Kruczek's potential successors are being thrown around
daily. However, as names are
bejnglisted, many qualified candidates are being passed off as
1okes or overlooked completely.
Orsini is out

It looks like I picked the wrong season to quit sniffing glue.
We're two days away from a game
that rve actually lost sleep over, thinking about how much I want to destroy
these fools. I absolutely despise
Marshall. I hate the very thought of that
fat buffalo mascot walking around my
Citrus Castle.
I can't stand that we actually have a
bar within five minutes of UCF that has
devoted itself to being the Central
Florida Marshall headquarters. I won't
mention the name of the bar as to stop
all seven ofUCF's fans from setting it on
fire, but I want the management to
know that kicking my buddy Budg-e
and me out two times in one evening for
·yelling obscenities at 75-year old
Marshall grandmothers won't stop me .
one bit.
We need to blow the attendance up
for this game. If I can offer you just one
reason to go, I must strongiy impress to
· you that we get to tailg-ate on a
Wednesday. Fbrget your classes, screw
your tests. Let's have a few beers (only
if you're of age) and show these
Marshall honkeys what real southern
hospitality is.
Last year I sat on a bus for 18 hours
next to a nasty bathroom, just to walk
into Marshall's stadium and have a beer
thrown on me. Am I spiteful? You bet.
Do I want revenge? You know it. Will I
resort to something as childish as
. throwing my icy hops and barley on
some unsuspecting Marshall buffoon?
Of course not. I prefer cinder blocks.
Violence is bad, kids. Let's beat them on
the field.
.
As if UCF life couldn't get any worse
right now, this game means absolutely
nothing. Before the season started I
looked at this game like it would be a
classic Florida-Georgia conference
championship matchup. Now it's like a
Rutgers-Temple game, except loaded
up on Dramamine.
UCF and Marshall were supposed to
have a battle of the two best quarterbacks in the Mid-American Conference.
Instead one's injured and the other is
telling people what might have been.
And now Kruczek is gone. He's a
good man and I respect what he's done
for UCF football, but it's time to move
on.
I only hope we can replace him with
the right kind of guy. As my buddy Box
put it, why don't we just get Deion .
Sanders?
Why not? The notorious loudmouth
said he wants to get out from behind the
broad.caster's table and put the headphones on. I think I speak for millions of
sports geeks everywhere when I say
please Deion, whatever it takes, get off
the camera
·
He played for FSU, so he knows a
great deal about covering up stupid
scandals. He was a crafty defensive
back, so he could probably figure out a
better place for a rifle than his car's
trunk. He was a preacher, so he can get
us a little help from the big man each
week He's also one hell of a dresser. We
can change UCF's uniforms to paisley
and sequins and adorn each helmet
with a big pimp feather.
While we're at it, Deion was a pretty
decent baseball player as well. Let's gu
ahead and toss Jay Bergman out .and
make Neon Deion the first-ever NCAA
two-sport coach.
That can't happen. Jay's not guing
anywhere. The greatest thing about
watching Bergman coach· third base is
just waiting for the moment that he's
going to snap and kill an umpire. It hasn't happened yet, but I know it's coming.
The thing that people need to understand about whomever we select as a
new head coach, he needs to have marketability. That's why I like Alan Gooch.
Il you need a reason to go to this
Wednesday's game against Marshall,
consider this: I can not wait for the
Knights to take the field so I can start
the first of what I hope will be an
evening loaded with outrageous
"Goooooooooooooooooch!" chants. ·
That's what niy season has come to.
I get excited about yelling a coach's
name.
Well, I've always yelled the coach's
name at games. It's just that this time
there aren't any expletives SUITOunding
it.

UCF hunts for big-name coach
almost impossible to pull away
from Miami. He is affectionately
even imaglne. Chizik repaid the referred to by fans as "Mr. Miami
Tigers for their faith by turning Fbotball." The price tag might be
their defense into the 13th-ranked. hefty, but what Kehoe can offer
national squad. UCF rould cer- UCF's ever-growing running
tainly use Chizik's magic touch grune is enough to want to make
him ''Mr. Orlando Fbotball."
again.
3) Rick Neuheisel - This
6) Brent Venables - The coman is roaching high school foot- defensive coordinator of the
ball right now. He wants another Oklahoma Sooners is one of the
shot at the NCAA level and he most 'unsung roaches in the roundeserves another shot. UCF rould try. Regularly overshadowed by
be the perfect fit for Neuheisel, Mike Stoops, the Sooners other
who was released from the defensive roordinator, Venables
University of Washington before has made the terms Oklahoma
the season began for taking part and
defense
synonymous.
in a NCAA basketball grunbling Venables is only 33 years old and
pool. By taking the reins for the UCF rould make him one of the
Kllights, Neuheisel would be able youngest head roaches in the
to move to the opposite side of the nation, as well as get him at a low
rountry and start fresh. He's the price before he beoomes a hot
ideal type of roach- for UCF, as rommodity in another four or five
he'd focus the eyes of millions on years.
the Kllights. As tight as money
7) R.C. Slocum - Ousted
might be right now, this is the from his head roaching position
prime opportunity to jump on a at 'Tuxas A&M after devoting his
roaching bargain like Neuheisel.
life to Aggie football, Slocum is
4) Mike Price-Another for- doing practically nothing and
mer head roach who deseives being paid for it. While that is the
another shot is Price. Much like dream for most people, he can't
Neuheisel, this candidate once be happy at all. He's a bit older
had a high price by his name, but than most UCF fans are aiming
his recent scandal has dropped for, but he's a strict disciplinarian
the fee significantly. Price jumped and knows how to rontrol his
ship from Washington to team. He has been a staple of
Alabama and was released 'Tuxas football for decades and
before he rould even sign his ron- UCF rould help out a man that
tract because of allegations relat- was taken for granted by the one
ing to a seedy trip to Jacksonville. team he always dreamt of roachAll rontroversy asidr, he is .a ing. Slocum has said that he oould
knowledgeable veteran and never imagine coaching . anyreceives the respect that he where else, but he is the epitome
demands from all of his players. of a rollege roach. He turned
He's not as young as many would around arguably the most rorprefer, but his name alone is rupt program in NCAA history
worth any paycheck.
·
and won fourBig-12 titles. Fbur
5) Art Kehoe While titles in four years might not seem
Shannon is a better fit for UCF, like that much, but Slocum built a
Kehoe offers all of the same posi- program from scratch and guided
tive aspects. He has deep roots in it back to prominence in a ronferthe talent-rich Miami high school ence dominated by Texas,
system. He has created one of the Ol!;lahoma and Nebraska.
consistently best offensive line
8) Jay Groden - The only
units in the nation. The only prol:r reason Gruden is a longshot is
lem with Kehoe is that he'd be because it's hard to imaglne that ,
FROM 81

he'd want to leave a professional
sport, albeit Arena Fbotball, to
take over at UCF. However, the
positives far outweigh anything
else. First and foremost, no matter what kind of results this roach
could deliver, his name alone
means at least 5,000 more fans at
home grunes. Beyond that, he has
a championship name and he is
an Orlando guy. He is a proven
winner and high school athletes
would want to play for him.
Besides, if Gruden took the job as
head roach, it would certainly
mean a few special appearances
by his big brother when the home
grunes roll around Tack on a few
more thousand fans for that possibility alone.
9) Nonn Chow - He doesn't
exactly look like a college football
head roach, but this guy has
something special. He has taken
two
completely
different
Southern California teams and
made them into offensive power-houses. Chow is only a season
away from being one of the most
highly sought after roaching candidates in the nation. He'd be
rather expensive and incred:!bly
hard to lure away from a national
championship contender like
USC, but he would certainly be
worth it.
10) Ty Willingham - This
man will most likely be looking for
a new job in a few weeks. Despite
how poorly Notre Dame has
played this season, Willingham is
still a great roach. If he is fired by
the Irish, he would be the perfect
guy for the UCF job. He's a crafty
veteran with 26 years of roaching
under his belt. Something that
Willingham offers that puts him
above anyone else is his dedication to his players' educations. 43
players on his 2002 team had
above a "B" average. While his
termination from Notre Dame is
most likely a stretch, the possibility that Notre Dame rould decide
to go in another direction is
always looming.

UCF Golden Knights
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Vs.
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Marshall Thundering Herd
Nov. 19 Wed. 7:30pm
ESPN 2
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FORGET WHAT YOU HERD.
The Knights are Ready to Ride.

•
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Wallace, Charles lead Herd offense
FROM

Bl

yards and three touchdowns and
Wallace racked up 147 yards and
onesrore.
However, with as much su~
cess as they've seen, both athletes have had their bad grunes:
On four occasions, Wallace has
rushed for less than 50 yards,
while Charles has failed to crack
the half-century mark twice. ·
With the loss of Hill and the
presence of Charles and Wallace,
Marshall's passing gnme is barely alive. Junior backup Graham
Gochneaur hasn't been as effeotive as the Herd would like, and
is showing very few signs of life.
Gochneaur has yet to post over
300 yards this season, and a
Kllights' secondary that is allowing just under 200 yards per
grune in the air will likely see that
the young quarterback remains
ronsistently below average.
Gochneaur's inability to fill
Hill's shoes has put
major
damper on the success of wide
receiver Darius Watts as well.
Highly regarded as one of the
best receivers in the nation entering the 2003 season, Watts' statistics have fallen off ronsiderably
without Hill as the playmaker.
Just last week Watts was held
to just one reception and five total
yards against Miami of Ohio.
With the recent suspension of
starting cornerback Omar
Laurence, though, Watts should
be able to bounce back agRinst a
banged-up
UCF
defense. .
Currently Watts is ranked eighth
in the Mid-American Conference
with 871 yards and, 10 touchdowns.
The key to the grune will be
whether the UCF offensive line
can provide freshman quarterback Steven Moffett with enough

a

e

Wed. Nov. 19

7:80 p.m.

Citrus Bowl
JEFFTUffiE/WICHITA EAGLE

Graham Gochneaur has found little success as injured Marshall QB Stan Hill's replacement.

time to make the right decisions yard touchdown strike that gave
and perfect passes. Sparked by · the Kllights their opening lead.
Capers and fellow receiver
the return of Dan Veenstra, who
was suspended for violating team Luther Huggins aren't having the
rules, the line should give Moffett seasons that many expected of
and tailbacks Alex Haynes and them, however, they are working
Dontavius Wilcox enough sup- with a group of inexperienced
port to upend the defending MAC quarterbacks in the wake of
Schneider's punishment.
champions.
"I think that the one thingwith
Last season, Haynes had an
explosive grune against the Herd, a student-athlete is that they suit
rushing for 131 yards on 26 car- up every day to win," Gooch said.
ries. The junior also had a ~ "I know that we haven't done
yard touchdown run halfway into everything we want to do on the
the second quarter. The Kllights football field, but I haven't seen a
will rely heavily upon Haynes to lack of effort. We have turned the
repeat last season's success, ball over that has cost us some
especially against a Herd defen- grunes and we have had some
sive line that is allowing over 161 injuries and attrition for 'various
reasons, but the kids that rome
rushing yards per grune.
Wide receiver Tavaris Capers out there are suiting up to play
also saw a great deal of success football. Regardless of the reoord,
in Huntington last year, as the I know we are going to show up
junior led the Knights with 86 and play football."
The grune kicks off at 7:30
yards receiving. Schneider
hooked up with Capers for a 65- p.m. Wednesday.

Soccer defeats FAU, Mercer for A-Sun title
FROM

rJ
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as well as they had all iseason.
Said Planells: "Mcintosh was
huge. Mcintosh, Tim and Brian
Malec were all huge."
'M the forwards did well, but
there's really no one specific to
pick out,'' Mcintosh said.
"Everyone played really did play
as a team. All year we've been
struggling to have a complete
gnme and these past two grunes
finally have."
The Knights await the word
as to which team they will first
face in the 2003 NCAA College
Cup. The announcement will be
made later today, however, that's
the least of their roncerns.
"'We were confident, but at

Funded by the Activity and Service Fee through the Student Government Association

the same time we know that
we've lost to a lesser team,"
Planells said. "Our coaeh told us
about a lot of upsets in other
conferences before the gnme.
We're confident but we know
that at any moment it could be
done."
"I think we need to work on
transition as a team," Mcintosh
said. "Going up and back as a
team and not leaving gaps in the
middle. We need to stay focused
the entire grune. We don't have
much technically to work on, but
tactically we need lo work on
moving up and down the field."
The Knights finished the season with a 12-5-3 overall record,
en route to winning their second
c+cutive A-Sun title.

"Everyone . played well,"
Planells said ''We were confident. We realized we had to play
well and everyone crune together
for a good grune."
"I think we'll do well,"
Mcintosh said of the Knights'
College Cup chances. "Our main
focus this year was to try and get
to the second round and to
always do better than we did the
year before. I think right now the
way the team is sparking we can
do real well."
"It's always tough being in a
smaller conference and not getting to play the bigger teams in
the nation. If we play the right
teams and we're on each day
then we have a good chance of
making i~Jar."

UCF Student Black and Gold Body Painting Contest
Do you want to be seen on 1V during the first nationally televised
UCF game from the Citrus Bowl on ESPN2? Then paint yourselves
black and gold and get to Fan Faire! This contest will be judged at
the Student Government Association tent at Fan Faire on Tinker Field
at 6 p. m. on Wednesday, Nov. 19. Please use good judgement and
taste. No profanity and no nudity. The winners get to form the
tunnel at halftime to greet the tectm coming back onto the field as
well as ·other prizes! Questions? E-mail Jenny Peppers, SGA Pride and
Tradition Representative at sga_trad@mail.ucf.edu or
gert@mail.ucf.edu

Football game v. Marshall at 7:30 p.m. at the Citrus
Bowl. FREE admission with your valid UCF l.D. FREE bus ride to
and from the game. E-mail gert@mail.ucf.edu to get on the list.

Volleyball Championship! FREE admission for all students with
a valid UCF l.D. to the Atlantic Sun Conference Championship on
Friday, Nov. 21 and Saturday, Nov. 22 in the UCF Arena! Come out
and cheer your Golden Knights onto another conference
championship!

Free with your Student ID!·
Free buses for UCF Students
to home football games!
E-mail gert@mail.ucf.edu
to reserve your seat.

•

•
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THE SPORTS DESK~~

Scott Seifert scored 14 points to lead St. UCF's keeper Julie Snaman in the sixteenth
Leo,
which was held to 36-percent shooting minute. The lead didn't hold long, though, as
Seniors Dexter Lyons and Josh Bodden cut
their swnmer vacations short and remained from the floor but did convert 20 of 25 shots Courtney Baines scored to even it up.
.UCF showed a great deal of commitment,
from the foul line.
on campus working on their game.
but
came up empty in the luck department. A
UCF
opens
its
regular
season
against
•
The two standouts displayed their much- .
improved. skills Thursday night, combining for Puerto Rico Mayaguez 7:30 p.m. Nov. 2~ at the shot deflected off Snaman's chest as she made
a diving save and the Gator's Ashley Kellgren
42 points as UCF dominated from beginning UCF Arena.
was
there to put it in, again giving Florida the
to end en route to an 83-56 win over St. Leo in
lead. The lead lasted until forward Jennifer
Women's basketball continues to impress
,. exhib ition play at the UCF Arena.
Takira Allen showcased why the coaches Montgomery evened it with fifteen minutes left
. The Knights jumped out to a 9-0 early lead
as Dexter Lyons scored the first basket on a in the Atlantic Sun Conference unanimously in the game with a free kick that got past
•
15-footer and'finished off a sensational alley- voted her preseason "Player of the Year" on Gator's keeper Brittni Goodwin.
The game drifted into two overtime periods
hoop play set up by Gary Johnson, who Saturday.
Allen accounted for 19 points and 11 when Kellgren scored her second goal of the
capped the spurt with a triple.
Lyons finished with a game-high 23 points rebounds in leading the UCF women basket- game and sealed the Knights' fate. With the
and four assists in. 29 minutes of play. He ball team to a 5847 victory over WmningWays loss, UCF falls to 7-10 all-time in NCAA tournament play. They last made it past the first
scored at will and led the Knights with a 56.7 in a exhibition Saturday at the Arena.
round
of the tournament in 1999.
Both
teams
relied
on
free
throw
shooting
shooting percentage from the floor.
Bodden got the job done in the paint as he for points as they each had a drought of over
accounted for 19 points, including a 13-point six minutes without field goals. The Knights Cross country wraps up NCAA regional
As they have for most of the 2003 season,
first half outburst that allowed the Knights to shot a humble 36.2 percent from the field.
LaShay King scored eight points and had a seniors Sara Dillman and Danny Cook fintake a 45-26 halftime lead. He also grabbed
team-high five assists along with eight ished tops for the Knights at the NCAA region•
seven rebounds, a team high.
Roberto Morentin, the leading returning rebounds. Ali Roberts added seven points, al Saturday in Auburn, Ala.
Cook finished 32nd overall, but managed. to
scorer from last year's 21-win squad, was held eight rebounds and three blocked shots.
The women kick off their regular season set a school record with his personal-best
to only four points on 2-of-3 shooting from the
on Nov. 22 at Manhattan College.
31:23.68. Ben·Mena, Kiley Blake, Ray Gossage
• field.
and Brent White finished behind Cook and
· The guard position was the most impresDan Jones rounded out the men's results as
sive as Johnson, a transfer from Schollcraft Women5 soccer suffers heartbreak in Swamp
Looking to achieve NCAA tournament suc- he came in 100th. The men ~hed 13th overCommunity College, directed the offense with
poise and dished out a game-high five assists cess, Friday night was the beginning and the all in the event.
end of the road "for the UCF women's soccer
Leading the way for the women, Dilln).an
and scored nine points.
Troy Lindbeck came off the bench to round team. They needed to roll.past the Florida finished 61st overall. Behind her Were Astrid
• . -off the double-digit scorers for the Knights, fin- Gators, a team that had defeated them 3-0 ear- Claessens, Amy Giles, Megrui Crum. Andrea
ishing with 11 points. He showcased his shoot- lier in the season and ~o knocked them out Morrow and Jackie Magee. The women's
· team finished 15th overall.
·
ing touch as he 'knocked down a team-high of the tournament two years ago.
Blood was first drawn by Florida's.
three shots from long range. The Knights'
- FRITZ LORISTON&NATHANCURTIS
Christine Johnson, who snuck the ball past .
:t
bench would account for 28 points.

•
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·Men's basketball wins exhibition

Chix Squad today at 4:20 p.m.
In the men's 'competitive division, The Show Stoppers stopped
the road to New Orleans for East
Bradenton's Finest, defeating
them 14-6. Light 'Em Up lit up
Sigma Phi Epsilon, taking the win
20-13. The Show Stoppers will
give Light 'Em .Up a challenge in
what will be the battle of the season today at 4:10 p.m.
Campus Crusades III and Pi
Kappa Alpha will compete today
at 4:00 p.m. for the men's rec
finals.
All games take place at the IM
football fields.

H&fl
SPORTS
corner
lmsports.uc:f-edu

JULIE REEVES
Contributing Writer

Final stretch to New Or1eans
,.

~

In the women's quarterfinals
last Thursday, Alpha Delta Pi
came out on top defeating Alpha
Xi Delta 14-6, while two-time
defending champions Chix Squad
defeated the Nightmares 19-6.
Alpha Delta Pi will take on the

·Basketball finals underway
.The basketball season comes
to an end as the finals are set to

take place Tuesday at the RWC
basketball courts.'
FCA will face Sig Ep II in the
men's rec final at 7:30 p.m. Sistas
with Game will attempt to stop
Alpha Delta Pi's reign at 8:30 p.m.
in the women's final. Tip-off for
the men's competitive final, Bus
Drivers vs. Burg Style, is 9:_30 p.m.

Table tennis, bonanza winner5
In a 62-person singie elimina-

tion table tennis tournament, Wei
Cui defeated Varin Sriboonlue
(21-15, 21-19) in the finals of the
first IM table tennis tourna:ment.
Brian SeITa and Sophia Blair
each took home an IM champion
shirt by winning the men's and
women's basketball bonanza on
Nov. 6.

• Furnished Kttchens induding stove
top, full size microwave,
refrigenllor, and coffee maker

CRESTWOOD
SUITES
H

0

T

E
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• H~h Speed Internet Access
Isome locations)

Dodgeball Eliminator deadline
Dodgeball Eliminator, an
"every-person-for-themselves"
extravaganza will take place
Saturday at 2:15 p.m. Lasting
three hours, it is a winner-take-all
event where individuals will
attempt· to stay alive to advance.
Sign up online by Wednesday.
/M Sports Corner
presented by

~
RISTORANTE

&

PIZZERIA

407-282-4000 • Across from UCF
Open 11 a.m. - 4 a.m.
(11 a.m. - 2 a.m. Sun -Wed)
FREE DEI.IVERY!

GARTH

• On-~tte security or management

• Auto Accidents • Personal Injury
• Landlord I Tenant • Medical Malpractice

• Free local phone calls &voice moil

Affordable Spacious .
Suites With the
Comforts of Home•••

• Access to fitness cenfer
(some locations) .

• On-site la\Jndry focaity
• Interior corridor · Key cord access

• Reclining love seats •

1-877-EXTENDED
(1-877-398-3633)
www.crestwoodsuites.com

407-926-4016
37 North Orange Avenue, Suite 500
Orlando, Florida 32801

• Doily rotes available
•Weekly housekeeping

• Pets Welcome

Se Habla Espanol
Free Initial Consul tation

-

. 948 N. SEMORAN BLVD. (436)
1/2 Block North of Colonial Dr.

~

Espanol ·

. ..

~

~.
Reg. #MV-14363

DISCOUNT

COMPLEIE SERVICE ON:
• Complete A/C Service
•Axles & CV.Joints
• Belts and Hoses
• Cooling System Water Pumps
' j
I
& Heater Cores
• Complete Electrical Service
• GM Computer Control



Hours:
Monday - Friday
8am-6pm
Saturday
8am-4pm

WI STUDENT ID

J. M ILAZZO

Attorney At Law

W-

•401-211-5100

LAW OFFICE OF 1

• Premium coble 1V with HBO or
Showtime

• Kids under 18 stay free

-All WORKED GUARANTEm ~ se Habla

• Oil Change & Oil Leaks
• Powe'r Windows & Locks
')·
•Timing Belts
•Tune-Ups
·Brake Service
• Steering Columns

Compare Our Prices on CV.Joints & Axles, Brakes Service & Cooling Service. ·
We will meet or beat most written prices!
·
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Cleaning

·

Reg. $79.95
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· Reg. $49.95

:
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NotValidW/AnyOtl\erOlfers
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FREE BRAKE INSPECTION
Not Valid W/Any Other Offers
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At 1!11 UC~ home games, 3 students are picked
during 1st quarter break, at random, to kick·a
fieldgoal. Everyone who makes the kick comes back
to the last game to compete to win Bucs tickets!·
(All pa~cipants win a prizepack.)

Powerade
·32'0Z

Hundreds of UCF students saw five bands play at Knightstock on Friday, a music festival hefd on the Memory Mall
lawn between the Health and Public Affairs Building and the Classroom I Building. The ev.ent ran from 4 p.m. to
midnight, induding local rock band Big 10-4 (above, bottom) and headlining act Sister Hazel (top). Before Sister
Hazel took the stage;Joe Maclellan, the Student Government Association Vice President, warmed up ~he aowd
from the stage (above, middle).Sister Hazel lead singer Ken Block (right) played an entore solo following a set
induding favorites "All for you" and "Happy.'' It was a free concert for all UCF students with valid student ID.
The Student Government Association is hoping that the concert will become UCF's newest tradition. The concert
featured also featured the bands The Julius Airwave, Greg Emya and Bain Mattox.

Dirty DVDs, ·done dirt ·cheap
'as energized as the massive, rau- one step closer to your nearest DVD
cous crowd that showed up to 8ee retailer. Jn the end, you'll be numb,
For those who rock, AC/DC and hear hits like "Give It Away," but you won't faint.
MIKE RIEGEL
would like to salute you with the ''Under the Bridge," and "By the
Lifestyles Editor
.Just in time for Thanksgiving:
release of their classiC 1991 concert Way."
Tue Santa Gause 2'
on
DVD.
The
boys
played
an
amazAlmost as good as the game:'Lara
Nothing
says;
"Happy
Blame
it
on
your
parents:
Croft Tomi> Raider: The Cradle of Life' ing two-hour s~t at'' Engiand's . 'Linkin Park: Live rn Texas' ·
Thanksgiving," quite like a
Castle
Donnington
Park,
and
it
will
·Don't you hate it when a Nobel
Christmas movie. If you're already
Got angst?
. •
Prize-winning mad scientist cir- be re-releas~ tomorrow.
Linkin Park does, and they'd like in the spirit of the season, tJ;ien take
This is not the. old, arthritic
cles the giobe in search of
to share it with you tomorrow in the some time out from your holiday
Pandora's box so he can unleash AC/DC currently on tour, either. form of a live DVD1CD combination greed and frustration with this
This concert takes pl~ in the
the forces of evil? Well, Lara Croft
prime of.their career, at the height · from this summer's performance in sequel
hates it too!
"The Santa Clal,lse 2" finds our
of their popularity. Millio~ of metal Texas. Fans will certainly reiµemThis is the plot for the latest
lovers can't be wrong . - unless ber that Linkin Park was on tour protagt>nist, St. Nick (Tim Allen),
Angelina Jolie:<Jriven action flick,
this summer with Metallica for the faced with the challenge of remar"Lara Croft 'Ibmb Raider: The you're talking about Poison or Summer Sanitarium 'Thur.
rying. Apparently, there is a "Mrs."
Motley
Crue.
Cradle of Life." If it sounds a little
Since they weren't headlining clause in the Santa contract, which·
· bit like a video game, that's Can't stop from buying this:'Red Hot
says that he must be marrioo in
the show, they only played 12 songs,
because it is a lot like a video Chili Peppers: Live at Slane (as_tte'·
but it works well for them conorder to continue his term
game. During the entire actionWere you one bf the 80,000 sidering they have about 12
· as the only real Santa
packed two hours and 10 minutes, screaming fans in attendance at songs worth hearing. And lets
Claus.
I thought I should have some type Ireland'.s Slane Castle for the Red be honest - lead singer
This is a cute, Gof controller in front of me.
rated movie for kids,
Hot Chili Peppers concert this sum- Chester Bennington's uncanAlthough it is yet another movie mer? If you're like me .and don't ' ny ability to scream is amazbut it missed the boat
where characters and plot take a have a summer residence in ing, but it can get old after about
for everyone else.
back seat to explosions and sturits, _ Europe, then you probably niissed an hour.
Santa should've
this movie does have a few this show.
met witl}. a la""Yer
In conG].usion, find someredeeming qualities. First off,
I was, however, able to attend where you belong
and had a prenupdirector Jan de Bont knows how to the RHCP concert in Orlando a
by crawlPLEASE SEE TIM ON B6
blow things up. It might sound like few months back, and I
ing
a less-than-flattering compliment, know how well this
but his action sequences are very band can play .Jive.
well choreographed and visually By all accounts,
appealing.
this is one of the
The film also visits several · best RHCP shows
exotic locations like Hong Kong, ever. The band was
Kenya, Tanzania and the Great
Wall of China. And despite its just
shortcomings in the realms of logic
and predictability, this movie is far
superior to its 2001 predecessor.
The special features include
commentary by de Bont, deleted
scenes, an alternate ending and
V, mini-features on the fibn's visual
::I effects and stunts.

NEW_ONDVD

Are you ready to rock:
'AC/DC: Live at Donnington'

MATIHEW WRIGHT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Casey Middleton has eight pieces of art on display in the Visual Arts Building. The
senior ar,t major works with sculpture, photography, drawing and painting.

Student-artist questions
beauty with art exhibit
RACHEL BECK
Staff Writer

Casey Middleton, winner of
the
Women's
Research
Center's Art Competition,
kicked off her month-long art
exhibit with a reception last
Wednesday in the VJSual Arts
Building.
Middleton's
exhibit,
"Knowing Fantasy from
Reality/Beauty from Ugly," features seven paintings and one
wood relief piece.
Middleton works through
several art mediums. She
draws, paints, sculpts and does
photography. She said her
favorite avenue of expression is
sculpting.
Middleton bbmitted a port-

'1

·

folio of photography and paintings to the competition, and her
painting portfoµo won.
Middleton began drawing
when she was a child. At first,
her mother thought she merely
traced her drawings. When
Middleton's mother saw her
draw a picture right in front of
her, she recognized her talent
and enrolled her daughter in
art classes. Her mother's support has continued since then.
She ofte9 displays Middleton's
artwork in her office and helps
her sell pieces.
Middleton took art classes
until she was about 10 years
old, then she began teaclrlng
herself.
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SCHEDULE O,·F EVENTS
Tuesday November 18
9 pm CAB Comedy and Variety presents Tuesday
Knight Live featuring Will Marfori, Wackadoo's

Volunteer UCF rHunger and
Homeless Awareness Week
November 17 -21 .

All week: Donate warm clothing, comforters
or blankets and non .. p~ristiable food items

7 pm EKCEL "I Love Rock and Roll" Last Consultation/
Obstacle Course, SU Cape Florida 316 AB

There will be· boxes in the breezeway in front
of thel>Bookstore and in front of the Student Union
Wednesday, Nov. l~th: ••srown Bag lunch day" · .
Bring your lunch' and donate your money at the tablQ in front of
the Student Union, or in various offices collecting money. · .
.
0
Saturday, Nov. ~2nd-: Thanksgiving Foodwsosket Assemb1y
We will be assembling food baskets with the cans that were
donated at the Hunger Banquet.

7:30 pm UCF Football vs. Marshall on ESPN and ESPN 2 .

TuesdaY., Nov. 25th: Come out and make cookies and crofts
.
with chtfdren at the Coalitlon for the Homeless.

Wednesday November 19
11 am-2 pm Volunteer UCF Green Ribbon Day, _SU
South Patio

Friday November 21 .
9:30 pm CAB Cinema Presents ''The Rocky Horror
Picture Show," MAP 260. All props will be provided.
Saturday ~ovember 22 ·
7:15 am VUCFHelp feed the homeless downtown with
the Ripple Effect. Carpool meets in front of Millican
Hall.
Sunday November 23 .
12 pm CAB Cultural and Fine Arts Presents s·ushi Knight,
Thai Fusion. You must sign up in the Student Union· Rm.
208 in orde'r to attend.
·
ThursdQy November 27
Thanksgiving Holiday NO CLASSES ,

•

· Friday November 28 ·
NO CLASSES
.
1 pm UCF Football vs. Miami, Citrus Bowl
For more information on any of th~se events .contact thE?
Office of Student Involvement,
Student Union Rm. 208, 407.823.6471, or
http://osi.sdes.ucf.edu.
Funded by theActivity and Service Fee as allocated by SGA.

t

..........,_ _ _ _,S
....e""'~ '1ext we~k's ad for MQ!e ipformati_
o..,..n"'c•....~~-·-"""

WILL MARFORI
Tbis lsjost rm Idea. Plcuse do not drink and drive. Remembct friends da not let friends drive drunk.
So if you drive drunk your admitting , you do not have ariy fril!nds.
.
~ Will Marfori

Tuesday
Nov. 18, 2003

Wackadoo's ·

9:00 pm
For more info call OSI at 407.823.6471
or stop by Rm. 208 in the.SU

•

.

I
•

Best bets on central Florida's ·arts
and entertairi.ment calendar
Wednesday Nov.19 .

DR. NH UNG TRAN, M.D.
UCF Health Services

Q. Shnuld I ge(a flu

.

shot?

)

DANA DELAPI

A. Wmter is fast

Senior Staff Writer

approaching and flu season is coming with it. The
viral infecjion can spread
quickly from person to
person through droplets
of coughing and sneezing.
It can complicate underlying respiratory conditions
such as asthma or chronic bronchitis. If you catch
it, the symptoms will
develop after one to four
days of exposure.
The symptomS may
last over a week, with
fever, muscle -aches and
pain, headache, fatigue,
dry" cough, sore throat and
runny nose.
There are some details
which differentiate a common cold from influenza.
With the flu, a fever is usually 102.. degrees or higher
and lasts three to four
days, accompanied with
the sudden onset · of
·headache, which can be
severe, and more prominent
muscle
aches.
Tiredness; weakness and
extreme exhaustion can
last up to two weeks.
Coughing is usually present and severe. You may,
however, experience less
severe runny nose, sneezing and sore throat.
Since the infection is
viral; there iS no need for
antibiotics, but the flu vaccine will help to prevent
the disease. The best time
to get it is October and
November. It will take 2
weeks to develop immunity, and it's important to
remember that you do not
gei flu from the shot.
The vaccine is for
everyone, but especially
recommended to patients
with heart, lung and kidney problems, diabetes,
pregnant women and
patients with immune deficiency status. People who
have egg allergy should
consult their doctor before
getting it.
There iS a new form of
flu vaccine on the market,
called FluMist, which can
be sprayed in the nose.
There are, however, drawbaeks to using it.
The nasal flu vaccine is
a live one, capable of replication. Patients with an
immunocompromised
condition should not get it,
and neither should people
who live in the same
household with such a person.
'
.
'
The same applies with
patients who have chronic
heart disease, lung dis~
ease or pregnant vi.:omen
since the safety of the vaccine for these categories
has not been established.
People who are allergic to
egg!; should also avoid the
nasal varoine.
.

Monday Nov.1}
The world is right outside
your back door. And if you live on
campus,· that is literally true.
Today in the Pegasus BaJlroQm of
the Student Union, The
International
Student
Association is giving you the
world.
.
The annual International Fair
gives everyone a ·chance to
.embrace their fellow neighbor,
reg-ardless of where they come
from. The fair will include a fashion · show and performances
showcasing styles from various
countries. There will also be
food, music and plenty of people
mor~ than willing to meet new
faces and share ID. the culture of
their homelands. Check out the
UCF melting pot from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. Call .407-435-1602 for more
information.
1
1 I

Tuesday Nov.18

On a lighter note, Britney
Spears fans rejoice! The bootyshakin', Madonna-kissin', goodgirl-gom~naughty releases her
fourth album, "In The Zone,"
today. Check out Brit's new
sound and let me know if it's
worth the bucks. ·

It's UCF football time
again. This game should
be interesting considering
all the changes our foot~
ball team: has experienced
recently.
With many key
players and a
veteran ' coach
gone, can the /
Knights shine
through the
adversity
and . tri-; .
umph
against . .

Thursday Nov:20

Marshall?
don't
know;
but we're sure
to find out.
The game is
tonight at 7:30
p.m. at the
Citrus Bowl. If
you
can't
make it out to
the field to
cheer on our
team, be sure to
grab
· some
beers and buds
and wi;itch it at
home because
this game will
be aired on
ESPN.

Legendary
Christian
rock band
Stryper came
to the House
of Blues on
Wednesday
fot their first
reunion t1>ur
to indudeall
original
members,
making their.
first
nationwide
performance
in more than
12 years.
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Reg. $20 +up
Exp. 11/30/03

Ziti Marinara
Fettuccine Alfredo
Spaghetti with
Giant Meatball

I

J
I

I

'

fl

substitutions or sharing please. Dine in dn1y. Not
takeout. Not valid with coupons, otters or during
._forNoFundraisers.
__________________________________________
,
"Best Food Around." _.
1 ,
Only at University Blvd. Uno's.

·~

I
I
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ORLANDO
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·
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Set

~
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CHOICE OF 01'1E:

CHOICE OF ONE:

Chicken Rice Soup

Golden Brown
Talapia Fish w/ Tripple
Flavor Sauce
,.

or ,

Chicken Spring Roll
or

TAPESTRIES
•GRATEFUL

BOB MARLEY
&STRING
INCIDENT
MERCHANDISE

I

•AND MUCH,

1

!!

$25 !

I I
I

Reg. $30
Exp. 11/30/03

_J

+up I

I
I

·------------·

or

Shrimp Fried Rice
or

Thai B.B.Q. Chicken

863 N. Alafaya Trail
Waterford Lakes Town Center

407-382-8201
#j .

KEGS
TO
GO
.Dome~tic/lmported .
•Budweiser
• Coors Lite • ·Bud Lite
•Miller Lite• Ice House &
•

5814 MAKOMA DRIVE
ORLANDO
(off Oak Ridge Rd)

. 7 .850.5911

HO::

~ ·

Donielti< ·l(egs...· $45'9 +
·)'.:

~

Killians Red .... s66 99 +
Michelob Lite ... s60 99 +
Yuengling ... s66 99 +
Heineken ... s1 04 99 +
New Castle ...°' s1 l 9 99 +

·

GOOD QUALITY WINE
CIGARITTES • CHIPS• CANDIES

DEAD,

· -~v°'
& G:t/

&

.

1

Small House Salad

Blue Nun Wine .. ~' s4 99 +
_Rolling Rock ___ s6 l 99 +

CHEESE

I
•
I
+up I •

I I
Reg. $28 +up
I L_E,;!:!,·_1,!f,E~~~

nity college in Panama City to give
herself a more comprehensive
backgrou,nd. She hopes for a career
in special effects, ideally at the Weta
Workshop in New Zealand, or at
Universal Studios, doing liqllid
latex sculptures.
The. Women's Research Center,
was founded in 2001. It annually
gives awards in the arts and
humanities, and also gives funding
to special research incentives,
grant-writer's workshops and
research symposia.
Middleton's exhibit is in the
VJSUal Arts Building, Room 205. It
will be open through Dec. 12, and
can be viewed on weekdays from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. All of the pieces in the
exhibit are for sale.

I

+ up

$15 ! i $23
I

Cheese & Tomato
NumeroUno .
Prima Pepperoni
Veygie

11633 Univer~ity Blvd.
Next to Residence Inn
407-207-1740

• INOIAN

I I
Reg. $35 + up
I I · Exp. 11/30/03

+up I I

PASTA

House & Caesar

~STICKERS

~')(,U.

I

I
I
• I
l'f
I

DEEP DISH PIZZA

SALADS

• INCENSE

·------------~ ·------------ r------------.,
·------------·
I Full Set I ·------------·
:clear Crystal I Manicure
Ispa .J?edicare:

!

I

I

I

B4

Get Nail
.Set _

I

I

I

If you don't believe me,
· check out this movie's
tial agret:lment drawn up description: ''.As the
before he got involved. As weather gets hotter, boda person with a lot of land ies of girls start showing
and a booming business, up dead... one by one. A
Santa can't afford a costly beautiful undercover cop
divorce and the loss of half ('Baywatch' babe Traci
Bingham) gets pulled into
bis reindeer.
the dark underworld of
Master Ptheater:
prostitution when she
'Bad Biznes{
finds out that the common
. There's nothing ~tter tie between all the victims
than a straight-to-video is a call girl ring... and her
release from rap mogul ..A suspect is.closer than she .
Master P. If you think rm.thinks."
.
.
kidding, . you've never
With actors like
seen one <;>f these uninten- Master P i:µid Bingham,
. tionally hilarious attempts this project has Oscar
at movie making.
written all over it.
FROM

11iH'rS1t\ lkh111d McDonalds)

+up I I

I

;'

(\()ill&

release holiday movies

! $30 !! $30
I

-1

1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-1

1221 l ' ~l\IERSITY Bt\'D. • ORLANDO • 407-281-7665

Exp. 11/30/03

You
an Eat

Tim Allen & Master P

· 'Yellow and Black Attack'

Clean an Sanitized Equipment
Upscale Environment
All Work is Guaranteed
Our Pleasure... Your Complete Satisfaction

Reg. $35 + up

I

1

B4

•
•
•
•

I

I

Dana Delapi can be reached at
dana@UCFneltl.com

ugty or beautiful, the importance of
my art is to produce comments or
Middleton said she gets in.$pira- feelings rather than none at all"
Middleton said her favorite piece
. tion for her artwork from her child-·
hood in Italy, and. also from film- from the exhibit is the wood relief
titled "Given." It was her first time
maker Tim Burton.
"He has that dark kind of child- doing relief in wood and she said ·
like, unique perspective," Middleton she enjoyed working with the
said. "He's deep and dark, not fairy power tools. '1t was a unique expetale and Precious Moments." rience," Middleton said.
' The piece features a ·naked,
Middleton said she preferred a
faceless woman with long dread- .
"dark" feel to her artwork as well.
Examples of Middleton's scyle lock-like hair, crouching on the
include a black and white painting ground, holding a hum.8n heart ih
of a woman wearing a gas mask, one pand. The blue and fed heart is
and ~ painting of a girl holding a the only color on the wood relief
curly haired doll, with tear8 in her panel
After Middleton graduates this
eyes and stitches over her mouth.
Middleton said in her exhibit summer, she will take a welding and
brochure, "If mywprk is considered a jewelry-m:akin.g class at a commuFROM

We~seAll
~~;a~:~m~~~:~. . -~~l:'~
You name it, We've got it.

I
I
I
I

•,

Art designed to draw mixed emotions

•

I ·I

CLOSE

5PM -

I

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

HOURS· Mon. - Sat 9:30 am. - 7:30 p.m.

Set

TUESDAYS

dy,
Chris
Rock
style. This guy is
famous for his hilarious
performances in movies, as
a stand-up comedian and
host of awards shows. Now
see him at the Bob Carr
Performing Arts Centre..
Rock comes to Orlando
for bis Black Ambition
Tour on Dec. 4 at 7 p.m.
Ticketmaster says tickets start at $37.50.

Hand & Foot Spa • Waxing • Facials

I

WELCDh!E JO PAFiJ\DJ&E,
WflEFiE WEAF1E mULY
AJ'JDJJffED FDFi
HAJBCAPE!

l

'"'

GRAND OPENING

White •I •
I

1914 NORTH (}W{GE BLOSSOM TRAIL
ORLANDO, Fl. 32834
(407) 811-7188

407-224-5478

}or tickets.
. Get tickets
while
~ theylast!
\.
It's ·

../

E-mail your questions to
AskaDoc@'moil.ud.edu

•
•Pink
&

.

Pink' poodle skirts, leather
jackets and a little summer lovin'
are in store for you this evening.
And don't forget that chick magnet, Grease Lightning. You own
the movie, you love the characters and you can sing along to all
the songs. Don't fight it; you
know you're all "Grease"
fans.
· Well, the play is coming to the Orange County
Convention Center today ·
and running through Nov.
23. Watch how Danny
gets the gir~ while
listening to
some vintage rock
n' roll at
Rydell ·
High.
The
show starts at
8 p.m. and
tickets
are
$40-$50. Call

MOREi

TUES - SAT 10-6

[..=-(ti: · . • i

DOMESTIC BEER SPECIAL
12 PK. COORS LIGHT .12 PK. BUDWEISER
ONLY

$899

ONLY

$89 9

BEST WAY BMRAGE MART
Corner of University & Dean Rd., Next to Duffy's Subs

H

~~~~~t1!~

'

......------~F-;;,;,,;,;;;....;~----~F---------

LSAT

'higher ..
test scores ··
guaranteed.

Yes. We changed the rules.
When you're consistently ranked #1 in Florida*,
you can do things like that.
FLORIDA'S MOST PREST.IGIOUS
MBA
. .

)

The Rollins MBA Advantage:
•
•
•
•

or your money back..

International study trip included
Notebook computer included
'
Mentor program
Consulting projects

GMAT

GRE
MCAT
DAT
OAT
PSAT
SAT .
ACT*
•

j

,

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests,

Jump-start your career by applying fdr admission in the ,Early Advantage MBA
program at the Crummer Graduate School of Busihess, Rollins College In Orlando, ·
Florida. In less than rvvo years, you can earn an MBA and could be making twice that
of those without an MBA. Work experience NOT required.

~nd

do·

your homework. If your score doesn"t improve on test day from .your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior officia l ·test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition.** It's that simple.
>,

.

OPEN HOUSE PREVIEW WEEKEND
November 2i & 22, 2003

I

I

'

Meet our professors! Meet other students! View sample
classes! Hear about exciting career opportunities and·
fin_ancial aid options. Meals and housing are included .
through the weekend. The event starts Friday at 5 p.m.
and continues all day Saturday. Call 1-800-866-2405
or 407-646-1547 for more information and to
register! Be sure t6 visit us on
the Web at:

LSAT: Classes Begin Thu, January 8, 2003 . ;
GMAT:··c1asses Begin Tue, January 6, 2003 ~
GRE: Classes B·egin Wed, January 21, 2003
MCAT: Classes Begin Tue, January 13, 200~
1

·'

World Leader in Test Prep
.and Admissions
)

KAPLAN"

.)

~Test

'I

*Based O'n the
' -ranking,F; ofForlles

names are feg,Jstereci trademarlots of their respective owners.

**To be eQgible for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan's
full classroom, tutoring, or onllne courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials within 90 days.

1 ··800-KAP~TEST
kaptest.com

,

I

allJU.8.New~.

•

Local and Long Distance Telephone Service Provider .

J oi n o.u r t eam·

UP.IO . 14 Hourly!
200 Sign .·on Bonus!
1

Iall Time •Paid Training .
'

.. .

. IKPIRllNCI APlUS
lull Time Benefits:
HalidaysJ Personal Bays
. Campany Matching 4B1K
Business casual attire •Paid Vacation

.. Right around the
corner from UCf

Job line •407·313·1391
12001 Science Dr. • ·Orlando, fl 32821
EOE/DFWP

,.

'

'

CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
350

HelpWanted:General
Help Wanted: Sales/Marfieting
HelpWanted:Part-Time
HelpWanted:FuH:Time
ForRent:Homes
ForRentApartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: Homes

400
450
500
525
550

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classilieds@UCFnews.com

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

Services
Retail
Events:Campus
Events:Greek life
E¥ents: OIHampus

600 Travel

700
800
900
999

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

Worship
Miscellaneous

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361' Rouse Road., #115
Orlando, FL 32817

Wanted

In Person: University Court, Suite 115
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

AD RATES

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

Bolding:
Large Headline:

HELP WANI'ED

~

~

$1~

$14/wk
$13/Wk

$10/wk
$9/wk
$8/wk

$6/wk
$5/wk
$4/wk

$1/wk
$1/wk

$1/wk
$1/wk

$1/wk
$1/wk

Charges listed above include an ad of up to five lines, 35
characters per line, $1/wk for each additional line.

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds~UCFnews.com

Lost & Found

2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues ( 4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):

&'rim HELP WANTED:
~General

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential. Looking for
exciting and outgoing people..
Training provided. No exp. needed,
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey!
www.paidonlineopinions.com .

Customer Service. FT/PT, A.M./P.M.
shifts avail. Must be outgoing and people
oriented. Cash incentives, theme park
priveldges and product discounts. Quiet
Flight Surf Shop. Call 407-224-2125 or
apply in person: Universal CityWalk:

Security Officers for Pointe Orlando.
FT/PT, Good pay and flexible hours.
Apply in person: 9101 International Dr. or
fax resume to 407-248-2838.
Experience not req1.1ired.

View all classifieds online
anytime at www.UCFnews.com!

Minimum comp. for healthy N/S females
19-32, info is confedential.
Email' info @ openarmsconsultants.com.
website: www.openarmscon~u ltants.com
941-377-3978

Orlando International Airport

· Egg Donors Needed $3,000

$250 a day potential

SELECT'"

We are .currently looking for the following positions:
FIT PM Front Desk Supervisor

Bartending Training ProvidE!d.
1-800-293-398? ext. 602

Assist GSM in coordinating the activities of workers in guest registration, bell services, tClephone services and 'night audit as well as MOD. Knowledge ofHOLIDEX and
Encore a p.lus.

Also available:
• Pff PM Front Desk Agent • PIT PM Server • On-Call Banquet Server
Excellent bonefitS induding paid time off, health, dental, vision, STD/LTD insurance.Free life. 4011<. match.

Apply in person at 5750 T.G. Lee Blvd. Orlando. Or call: 407-816-0339

60lllWFiDN

On site maintenance/manager for an
apartment complex 3 blocks from UCF.
Must be knowledgeable in plumbing,
electric & carpentry'. Free 2 bedroom apt
plus hourly rate. Ci;ill Oak Tree Apt. at
321-229-1426 ask for ,f\mber.
ASSISTANT NEEDED
Mature, responsible, F needed to assist
wheelchair-bound student in routine
school i;!Ctivities & basic daily needs.
$8/hr. Mon, Wed, Fri 10:30-4:00 starting
in Jan. Good note-taking & verbal skills
req. Reliable & dependable a must!
Contact Anna Meeks @ 407-847-0788
or email purple@kua.net

WANTED:
Students To Take·
.Online Surv~ys For Money
Get Paid for Your Opinion
Work from Home I Be Your Own Boss
Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get Paid To Participate in Focus ~roups $25 to $250
Alf You Need is aComputer l .an Internet Connection

· WE'VE SAVED A
~.·:· SPOT FOR YOU.

·Food Service
· Merchandising/Games
, • Operations
Can't make it to our Job Fair? Apply in
person Monday-Friday from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. at the SeaWorld Staffing
Center, 7007 Sea Harbor Drive. An
equal opportunity employer M/F/DN.

~~
SeaWorld.
ADVENTUltE PARK

Movie> Extras/Mo~els Needed
For local casting calls.
No exp.· or age. req.
Earn up to $200 a day.
1-888-820-0167.
Valet Parking - Positiqns starting at
·$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.
Nanny for school-aged children. FT. Flex
schedule. Must be free after 2 pm daily.
Must' have reliable car. Live-in/Live-out.
Exp. only. $1600/mo. Must give 1 YR.
commitment & work the holiday. Contact
407-925-5218 or swimpark@aol.com.
CAMPUS SPOKESPERSON NEEDED
$15 per hour job on campus. Campus
Information Services is currently seeking
a higl)ly motivated student. Must have
strong interpersonal skills, very outgoing.
For more info call: 1-800-375-5701.

Imagine getting paid every tim~ the
phone rings or somebody logs orito the
internet. We' re looking for motivated
people to launch our service.
· 407-366-2309 or 877-828-0146.

rr.111 HELP WANTED:
1~
Part-time

For More Info, Please Visit:

www.SurveysForStudents.com

Share the holiday fun at SeaWorld!!
This is our busiest time of the year and we'd like you to join us for the fun,
the excitement and the rewards. Learn
more at our:
We offer the highest starting wage for
theme parks in Orl~ndo, along with
benefits availability and free tickets to
SeaWorld and Busch Gardens for your
friends and family. Opportunitie,s are
available in:

Employment opportunity
Students needed to work with our four
year old Autistic child. Our program is
based on applied behavior analysis. Prof.
training will be provided. Flex. hrs.
Located in Baldwin Park behind Fashion
Square Mall. 407-898-7127.

Phone Sales.
M - F 5:30 -10:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) E;asily
make $6-11/hr plus bonuses. Very
relaxed environment. Call for interview or
leave msg. 407-677-4560.
Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-97'1-9131.

This Is Your Oppo_.iunitv!
Become Your Own Boss!
• No Employees
• No Inventory
• Part-time I Full-time
• No Deliveries /
•Great Income Potential • No Experience Necessary
I

I

{41stest Growing Companv in The Fastest
·~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
,,

Sound too good? Call and get the fads today!
24 hour recorded information hotline.
1-888-366-8323

Www.Excellifestyles.Com
For an immediate response call Rob at: 407-970-7404

Ptione Sales.
M - F 5:30 -10:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) Easily
make $6-11 /hr plus bonuses. Very
relaxed environment. Call for interview or
leave msg. 407-677-4560.
Females who smoke daily or weekly
needed for confidential phone interview.
Selected callei:s earn $40. Leave name
and number, your call will be returned.
· 1-866-670-9915 Toll Free.
PART TIME WIFE WANTED
Winter Park father w/ broken arm
needs help around the house. Days &
pay flexible. Call 407-718-2780

PT Cleaning/Supervision, Eves. ·
Cleaners Pay $6.50-7.50/ hour.
Supervisors $8.00-10.00/hour. Looks
good ,on resume, 'Flex hours. Must be
neat, honest, reliable. 407-481-0180.
Wanted nursery caregiver. Flexible
schedule, some weekdays, some
evenings. Children are infants through
kindergarten. Please call Kathy
Bradshaw at First United Methodist
Church of Winter Park at 407-644-2906.

f
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• A work location near UCF?
• A casual work environment?
• Flexible hours?
•Great pay?

Then Trader Publishin·g
i-foryou!
Now hiring agents to set
photographer appoint~ents

Earning Potential up to $20/hr. +

Call (407). 896-0124 ext. 2961
or apply at 61 SA Herndon Av Orlando, FL 32803.

Nanny Needed To Work
with 5 year old triplet boys. Apopka area.
Part time & Flexible hours.
Transportation needE;ld. Call
407-880-5961.
Cheerleading Teachers Needed
Orlando area. 2·3 even., must work
. well w/ children, backgrnd in
cheerleading a must. Coaching exp.
pref. Call Carrie 727-864-9908.

p/T Doggy Daycare Position,
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407·628-3844.
Need extra cash?
$500 - $1500 PIT.
Free information.
www.everything2gain.com
Leasing agent need for The Gatherings.
20-25 hours per week & weekends.
Some experience required. Apply in
pe.rson. 3961 Gathering Dr.
407-673-4401. DFWP.
Part-Time Help Needed. Will work
around school schedule. Magic Suds Car
Wash. Apply within. 7050 Aloma Ave.
407-681-9274.

f
Cashier and Greeter Needed!.
Must work on weekends. Hours: 9-5 MonSat and 10-4 Sun. Cashier must have
exp. Wages negotiable. Please ask for
Ramon at 407-207-1294.

FOR RENT:
[r:r.r;,I
~Homes
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area, 3 & 4 bedroom homes for
rent. $895 to $1295. Call
407-629-6330 or www.ORLrent.com
to view our rentals. RE/MAX 200
Realty.
2 rooms avail. in 3/2 house behind UCF.
10 min from UCF. M/F. $475/mth. All util.
incl. plus cable modem.
Call Lee 772-528-6347.
4/3 Home For Rent. G reat for Students.
Walking dist. to YMCA. 3 min. to UCF.
$425 per rm. incl. util.
Call 407-207-0429 or 407-592-5075.
House for rent 5 min from UCF. 3
bedroom I 2 bath w/ 2 car garage.
New tile, paint, & W/D. First &
' security needed. Call 407-948-8409.
Waterford Lakes - **NEW** townhouse,
GREAT location, 3/2.5 w/ loft, garage,
security system, and gated community
w/ pool. 1872 sq. ft. $1185/mo.
770-329-2584.

Nov. Rent Free!
3rd female roommate needed immed. for
nice 3/2 house near campus. No cats
please. $315/mo. Call Brooke at
407-482-5372 or ltcglaser10@yahoo.com
Waterford Lakes- Brand New Super Nice
4bd/2-1 /2 BA, 2-story, 2 car gar, lg bds,
all appliances. Many upgrades,
ceiling fans,& conservation lot.
$1490. Awesome!!! 407-833-0063.
UCF I Suncrest. 3/2 with tiled sunroom.
$1 200/mo. +sec., incl, lawn svc. NJS..
· Avail. immediately. 407-977-7197;

,H;b~(f;

Do you like•••

California Yogurt is hiring friendly &
reliable people to work nights &
weekends. 20 mins. from UCF in the new
Winter Springs Town Center on SR 434.'
Call 407-327-1122 or stop by!

tmd Cftl'WaHt@~
Job Fair
Saturday, November 22nd,
'Beginning at 9am

For more information call our Job Hotline 407-363-8080
Unable to attend? Visit our HR lollby M-F 8:30-4:30pm
Human Resources Building,1000 Universal Studios Plaza, Orlando, FL32819
(Take Turkey Lake Road, turn at Universal Studios Plaza)
You ar.e eligible for these great perks:
Free admission to Universal Studios® and Universal's Islands of Adventure®
Food and Merchandise discounts
Sign Language Interpreters will be prov· d for Deaf/Hard of Hearing Applicants.
Universal elements and all related i i a TM & © 2003 Universal Studios.
© 2003.Universal Orlan o. All rights reserved. EOE

>

Privafe rooms w/ bath. Lovely new
home iri Apopka. Quiet residential
area. $400/ mo. rent includes
utilities, W/D. Call 407-880-8469
between 5:00 and 10:00 pm.

Room for rent in 2bd/2ba apt. at Pegasus
Landing, fully furnished, all util. incl.,
ethernet, cable, 3 HBOs, W/D, etc. Call
407-362-2918. Avail. ASAP.
1 dormitory room available for sublease.
Shuttle to UCF. Less thao a block from
UCF. Includes 12 meal plan - on site
cafeteria. Asking $600. Grad rooms
available. Call 407-781-3752

'
Spacious fully furn. 1 BR in Oviedo,
Queen w/ desk, book shelves,
dresser, walk-in closet. LR/kitchenette w/
refrig, toaster oven, electr~c coffee pot,
MW, dining area, couch, recliner, &
2nd walk-in closet. Large bath with linen
closet. New carpet & hardwood. Rent
incl. water, trash, & electric. Prefer NS,
no pets, no children. $650/month + sec.
dep. & 6 mo. min. lease. Call Linda
407-366-2650.
.

Winter Park at Summerchase
off University Blvd. 1/ 1, 762 sq. ft. apt. w/
separate living and dining room, space
enough for two, screened porch and
storage. Sublease anytime thru March
2004. $599/mo. Call Jo at 407-671 -2078.
2bd/2ba Remodeled Apartment for Rent.
Avail. by room or whole apt. 1 min. from
UCF on Foi<hunt Ln. $750/mo + util.
W/D, Lg bedrooms, very neat and clean.
Call 407-382-71 15 or 321-299-2540.
1 bedroom for rent in Jefferson
Commons in a 2bed/2bath apt. Fully
furnished. 1 min. outside UCF. With
many amenities. All utils. included in
$51:!0 mo. rent. Please contact John at
516-429-0005 or 631-864-6923.
UCF Area Apartment.
Need to fill 1/1
full 4/4 @ NorthgateV
Lakes for Sprln . umished w/j.rtll. and"\/
cable. ·$ 445/mo. Call 407·529-7424.

()
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Crossword
1/1 apt 5 mlns from UCF. Move in

Minutes from UCF. Madison Pk.
subdivision off of McCulough. Great
4/2.5 house. Lg. screen TV. Fam/Liv
room. Eat in kitchen. W/D. Roadrunner.
$425/mo. + util. Call 407-971-2428.

Dec/Jan. No deposit. Pets allowed. W/D.
Walk In closet. Lots of space. Rent incls.
water and cable w/ HBO.
Call 407-658-0836.

WON'T LAST LONG!
1/1 In 212 Jefferson Lofts apt. Furnished.
All utlls. included: high speed internet,
reserved parking, 7'HBOs, W/D.
Rent negotiable. Available immediately.
Call Jason@ 732-979-5496 (cell).

..

1 and 2 bedroom apartments available
starting at $450 a month.
Call 321-229-1426.

Brand New 2 bd/2ba apartment .
In luxury, gated community - 1 mile
from UCF. $970/mo. 1st month
free. Peace and quiet for the
discerning collegiate.
(407) 366-7988.
Townhouse for rent. Walk to UCF.
2 bed I 2 bath. 1 ,200 sq. ft.
Vaulted ceilings. W/D. New tile.
Rent $675/mo. Dep $600. 407-249-3845.

FREE RENT

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

1

Looking for M/ F to live in a 3/2 house w/
a professional F. 5 miles from UCF.
$400/mo. incl. everything. Internet incl.
Large yard. W/D. 407-834-4000.
Room avail. for female in Northgate
Lakes, across from UCF. Fully furnished
4f>r/4ba, all util. and ethernet incl.
$470/mp plus move-in fees . Avail. Now to
8/04. Call Kristina @ 941-685-3457.
1/1 in 4/4 apt. in Boardwalk avail.
Dec/Jan. 2 mins from UCF. Great apt &
roommates! Rent $480 incl. all utils.
lndiv. lease. 3rd floor. Fully nicely
furnished. Spacious! Call _407-617-8679.
4/2 Home in quiet neighborhood.
Min. from UCF. Family room, Kitchen
W/D, Phone, Cable, HBO, Showtime,
Broadband, Fenced Yard. $450/ mo.
incl. util. Call Anna 407-365-2382.
Need 2 Female Roommates to share
4B/2.5B home in Waterford Lakes. Prefer
grad students or faculty. N/S. No pets.
$395/mo. $100 deposit, half utilities.
Open Lease. Call Alex 407-758-1068.
1 clean roommate needed in furnished
3/2 house one mi. from UCF. Bedroom
unfurnished. No pets. $415/mo. util. incl.,
W/D, cable and DSL. Call 321-377-0808
or 407-677-9051.

No Place Like Home

Heather Glen
Apartments

407-657-0011
. =;
~ FOR RENT:
I w:i.
Roommates
Male needs M/F roommate for
4/2 house. Close to UCF. Wooded
area, large yard, hardwood floors,
hot tub, W/D, lawn care, phone,
digital cable, high-speed wireless
Internet & storage, $415/mo.
Call for info 321-230-0658.
3/2 house 5 min. from UCF. N/S. No
pets. Furnished. Rent incls. util. phone,
DSL, cable, W/D, alarm system and
garage parking. Available immediately.
Call 407-282-6250.
M/F ROOMMATE WANTED IN 3/2
HOME IN OVIEDO.
$450/MO. INCL. EVERYTHING.
CALL STEFF@ 407-971-9245.
UCFArea:
Home in a quiet neighborhood, 1 mile
from UCF. $425 includes utilities,
W/D, DSL. 407-366-9391(H)
407-823-0214(W) 407-400-01 OO(B)
2 M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in new
3 bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mins from UCF, $475/mo incl. util, n/s,
no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis. Call
407-482-3202 or 239-461-5101 or
239-633-9400.
M/F needed for avail. bedroom & office
w/ priv. bath in 3/2 house in Wrenwood,
ioc. in E Winter Park. Share kitchen, liv.
room & garage. W/D. $399 + util. per
mo. Avail. Dec. 1 Call 407-869-8160.

2 clean M/F wanted in 4/2 house. 15
mins from UCF. $375/mo. incls: cable,
wireless int, furn. liv. room, big yard,
fireplace, & W/D. For more info or pies of
house contact Andre at 954-684-2682 or
Therrien0027@yahoo.com.

1b / 1b avail. in 4b I 4b apt. at the Village
at Alafaya Club. Fully furn. $489/mo. incl.
all utils. Cable. W/D. B-ball court, pool, &
gym. Avail Jan 1. 407-313-6897
or email jmackey@cfl.rr.com.
Studio apartment starting from
January to May. Less than 1 mile
from UCF. Unfurnished. Gated apt.
community. $525/mo.
706-25~-0791.

2bd/1 ba Sublease in Jefferson Lofts!
Inc. W/D, furn ., util., ·t an, pool, cable,
& more! Plus, free move in Iii Jan!
$1000/mo for whole apt. Call 407908-2582 or cjonelc@yahoo.com
1 M/F N/S room w/priv. bath in U.House.
December rent free. $451/mo. Incl. util.,
cable, 3 HBO's, and ethernet. Move-in
after fall classes. Call Amanda
407-381-5587 or leave message.
Room for Rent in 3/3 at Jefferson
Commons. Fully furn., all util. incl., free
shuttle to UCF, free tan, cable, HBO, etc.
Avail. ASAP. l!.ease 'Iii 08/04. $45 moves
you in!ll Call anytime 407-414-6427.

3 great rooms avail. Jan., near UCF,
pool, clubhouse, tennis courts, lake.
$500/mo., yearly lease.
Call Sherry I Todd @ 954-753-2247.

Room for rent in 4/2 in Pegasus Pointe.
All util. incl. and all amenities. $445/mo.
Avail. after Fall semester. 1 mo. free
rentll Lease until 08/04. Contact Heather
at 407-748-6135.

Room in house for rent. $315/mo.
15x10ft BO. Screened pool, high speed
Internet, cable, W/D, garage & full
kitchen. Clean, drug free, NS. Call
321-243-7170 or email ditlet@aol.com.

Jefferson Com111ons 4/4 apt. w/ resort
style pool view. Must be F student. All
amenities incl. Carport. $510/mo. incl.
util. Needed ASAP. 352-255-5375.

Room avail. behind UCF.
$300/mnth. Incl. all utll. (except
phone), use of W/D and kitchen
privileges. Call
407-492-3628 or 407-382-4981
Waterford Lakes, UCF, v_cc Area
1 or 2 bd in a nice house near Curry Ford
Road and )l.lafaya Trail, (1 O min.
bicycling to Waterford Lakes Mall). Close
to 417 and 408. Pool, tennis, basketball,
softball, jogging, fishing, pool table
Call (407)760-0768, $495 util. incl.
Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or 954-494-8659.
Room avail. in 4/2 house min. from UCF
at Waterford Lakes. Fully furnished
wt two closets and private bathroom.
$400/mo. incl. util. + internet.
Call 321-663-1406.
F looking for nice, clean roommate to
share 2/2 condo in Ventura Country
Club. Guard gated, fully furn., util. incl.
$450/mo. 13 mi. from UCF, 5 from
Valencia. Call 407-277-1489 for more info
Female roommate wanted for 2/2 at
Jefferson Commons. $460 per month all
amenities included. Avail Dec/Jan.
Call Dana 561-385-2899
& leave message.
M roommate wanted for 2/2 at Dockside
condos. $500/mo incl. everything: W/D,
util, cable, internet, pool, tennis courts,
Call Rich (cell) 727-542-7938 or email at
rgreen@tampabay.rr.com.
View all classifieds online anytime at
www.UCFnews.com! Call today for ·
new ad placement 407-447-4555.

1b/1 b in 4b/4b in Village at Science Drive
Apartment for Sublease ASAP!
Furnished and includes utilities.
No security deposit. November's rent is
free! Call 407-739-2182.
Room avail. for female in brand new
3/3 home in a quiet comm.
$450/mo. Full furn., all utll. Incl.
plus garage & alarm. Move-in asap.
Call 407-399-2437.
F/M for lease starting Dec/Jan to share
4/4 apt. with 3 nice males. inexpensive
rent incls. util. W/D. Community pool.
Large bedroom w/ walk-in closet.
Call 407-252-4843

111 in 3/3 apt.
in Pegasus Landing. All utll. incl. Free
cable, HBO and ethernet. $475/rrio.
M/F. No deposit, no fees.
Dec. rent is paid! Call 407-362-2913.
1 F for 4/2 apt. at Pegasus Pointe. Fully
iurn., all util. incl., ethernet, cable, alarm,
W/D, and free shuttle. No Move-in fee.
$445/mo, Move-in ASAP.
Call 321-438-1343 or 407-532-3132.
1bd/1ba F N/ S for 3/3 in Jefferson Lofts.
Fully furn., all util. incl., Brand New!
HUGE walk-in closet - MUST SELLI Nov.
rent is paid - Avail. NOW! $586/mo.
Call 407-362-4258 or 561-252-5660.

Room for rent in 4/4 at Pegasus
Landing. $465/mo. incl. all util., cable, 3
HBO's, and ethernet. Fully furn . Free
shuttle to UCF. Move-in after finals. $350
mov.es you in. Call 407-362-4394.
M/F for a 1/1 in a 4/4 2-story Jefferson
Lofts. $575 incls. util. cable, internet,
tanning, parking & the upstairs bedroom.
Available immediately. 321 -689-9279.

Solid oak bedroom set. Asking $550 obo.
Consist of king size bed, with female
dresser with a large mirror, and an
armoire. Call 407-382-8907 ask for
Jason for information.
Bed - Brand new double-sided plush
queen pillow-top set, with warranty, can
deliver, $250. 407-383-0585.
Dell Latitude C600. 750 MHz, 256
MB of ram, Network Interface Card,
56k modem. 20 GB HD and 24x CD
Rom. $589.00. Call Tony
321-231-2207.
Clothes dryer. 3 years old. Still works like
new. Selling between $200-$250/neg.
If interested, ball 407-321-9386.
BEDROOM SET - 6 pieces, new in
boxes, $450. 407-275-0612.
DINING ROOM SET - Comlete with
table, chairs, lit hutch & buffet, brand
new, $995. 407-275-0935.
Bed - Full size mattress set, new,
w/warranty, $85. 407-275-0935.

'91 Saturn SL2 automatic. Runs great!
New parts. Cold.AC. $2,000 obo. Call
407-658-0589. Leave message.
1998 Mitsubishi Eclipse. Red w/ grey &
black inter. 5 speed. Dual front air bags.
AM/FM Cass. Power steering, A/C. Rear
spoiler. ?Ok miles. Great cond. $5500
obo. Call Jennifer at 321-276-8190.
1987 Toyota Corolla FX. Hatchback,
automatic, cold A/C, Mileage 92k. Runs
good. Very clean interior. Owner since
1992. Asking $1200, Call 407-493-2677.

ACROSS
1 Advancements
6 Fellows
9 Phooeyl
14 Alu1,11inum
maRer
15 Gabor sister
16 Take tllght to
unite
17 Legal claims
18 Sole cleaner
19 Pooped
20 Singer Easton
22 Ames and Koch
23 Meat paste
26 Fisherman
28 Flow out
31 Bard's river
32 Beer glasses
33 Tin Man 's cureall
34 Statutes
35 Lake Erie port
36 "The Gold Bug"
37 p~~~:~oke" star
39 Beginnings
41 Director Burton
42 Lumberjack's
cry
46 "Trinity" author
47 Opening-day
pitcher
48-Language
quirks
49 Satisfy fully
50 Grant or Majors
51 Actor Nielsen
52 Pre-owned
53 Part of GTE
55 Impede
57 Group of lions
59 _had it up to
here I
60 Opera songs
64 Capp's hero
65 Adult male
66 Sudden onrush
67 Placards
68 Gallery display
69 Cromwell's
earldom
DOWN
1 Guy's sweetie
2 The Greatest
3 Lipinski's
surface
4 Flapdoodle

Cl 2003 Trit>un• Media Servi~, Inc.
All rights reserved.

Sponsored by
5 Miss Universe's
band
6 Keepsake
7 Christian gospel
B F:'ortman or
Mames
9 Jazz pianist
Oscar
10 Lost traction
11 Grade-B
Westerns
12 Barbary Coast
denizen
13 Marry
21 Area ot
. Manhattan
23 Of a certain
speech sound
24 Excessive
tor wealth
25 desire
Local legislative
assembly
27 Countersigned
29 Black mica
30 Worthy of
worship
38 Jerry and Ben
40 Rustling

FREE TOWING
AUTOMATICS & STANDARDS
SPECIAL UCF DISCOUNTS

407 273 2606
------------43 Author of "The
56 Comfort
Sound of
57 Pops
Waves"
58 Hitter's stat.
44 Venezuelan
61 Tax grp.
currency
62 Long span of
45 Distinguished
time
54 Biblical garden
63 Form datum

Please see solutiqns in next issue - Thurs. 11/20
UCF Area. 2BR/2BA Modular Home.
960 sqft. Split floorplan. App liances
stay. Located 1/2 mi. East of Alafaya
on East Colonial Dr. in Deerwood
Community. 1535 Barkwood Ln.
Asking $24,900. Call 407-616-9989.

Let us be your first.

400
Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full tenn rate.
Call Harel (407) 362-2726.
Book 11 people, get 12th trip free.
Visit the o fficial w ebsite for spring
break '04. The best deals to t he
hottest destinations. Group
discounts f or 6+.
www.springbreaJ<discounts.com or
800-838-8202.

Or second. Or third. Intrig ued? Go to
www.offerplace.com/chase144 and
apply for a credit card now. No
annual f ee, onllne credit access,
eligibilit y for valuable rewards & built
y our credit history.
NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service
24/ Hrs 7/Days I.or Criminal Defense, DUI,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.

Final exams coming?

ACADEMIC TUTORING

Need.tutoring in introductory or
intermediate Spanish? If so, call John at
407-321-9386.

In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GAE, etc. In home services avail. Call
Dr. Greer @ 407-366-2650 or e-mail
lbgtutor@yahoo.com.

Stuck on a tough term paper?
ThePaperExperts.com can helpl Expert
writers will help you with editing, writing,
graduate school applications. We'll help
on any subject - visit us 24/7 at
ThePaperExperts.com

30 day free trial!
Un limited DVD rentals, only $15.54
per month! No due dates! No late
fees! Free shipping both ways!
Go to www.offerplace.com/dvd134.

5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, &
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips
aver. $10-25/h r. Thurs, Fri & Sat, iOp.m. 2 a.m. Must be outgoing, have a great
smile, and energetic! Roses by Renee
407-681-3612 or 407-701-7432.

M.D.

Do You have Asthma?

Free Falun Gong Classes at UCF.
Five gentle and easy to learn exercises.
Relieve stress, improve health , and
elevate mind. 8 a.m. every day on grass
near reflecting pond. Call 407-415-8384
or visit www.falunorlando.org.

asthma for at least 3 months
are treated with medication
• Do not smoke

BAHAMA
SPRING BREAK
$189°0 15oavs/ 4 Hiuhts
$239°0 1 DaVs/ 6 Nights
Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodations
on the island ot one of ten resorts (your choice).
llPPatachla Travel

1-800-861-5018

www.Bahai:nasun.com

Christian singers: Join o ur choir
mission trip to Japan 5/31-6/1 4/ 04.
Praise & worship, and black gospel.
We' ll help you raise y our su pport.
407-273-4454
www.MissionToJapan.org

AA Meetings I
Tuesdays, !l:30 pm
Campus Wellness Center
Avail. for students, staff and facu lty.

CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL
Past or: Bis hop Larry & Toni Chester
Located at : Holiday Inn Select - UCF
Sunday Worship Service @1 1 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study@ 7 p.m.
www.bish oplc.com
" IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL"

SPIRiTUALITY 101
Final Exam $25,000
Open Book Contest on Papers 141 - 187
of The Urantia Book. For details please
visit www.eventodaward.com.

Is college too stressful?
Lose Weight Now! OR
Gain energy and me ntal alertness!
Free samples! 407-365-1627.
www.liveslimnow.com.

If you:

• Are 12 or older
• Have a history of

,

We'll heal anv Package Price!

Huge blowout sale.
50-75% off cleats and apparel.
10% o ff non-closeout Items w/ad.
WWW.GOKAPPA.com, 407-239-7636

FOR ASTHMA

DISEAS E S , P A

Spring Break '04 with StudentCity.com
and Maxim M agazine. Get hooked up
with free trips, cash, and VIP status as a
campus rep . Choose from 15 of the.
hottest destinations. Book early for free
m eals, free drinks and 150% lowest price
guarantee. To reserve online or view our
photo gallery, visit www.studentcity.com
or call 1-888-Spring Break.

• SPRING BREAK 2004. Travel w/ STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas,
FL. Hiring campus reps. Call for discount
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Honeymoon Specialists - Local Travel
Agency with 15 years experience in
Honeymoon planning. Great deals
and ideas for every budget.
·
Call 407-679-6655.

Spring Break - sign up with Student
Express and get FREE round trip airline
tickets to over 15 international
destinations - including Aruba, Dominican
Republic, Costa Rica, Caribbean hot spots
and more.
Why go with anyone else. Limited offer call now. Commission rep positions also
available now! 1-800-787-3787.
www.studentexpress.com
$10 st arts your own busi ness.
No meetings. 50% profit possible.
Become an Avon/Mark Rep.
AvonOrlando @hotmail.com.
Call Ana @ 407-729-4914.

You may qualify for a 42-week clinical research study.
Study participants receive at no cost:
• Study related medical care and testing
• Study Medication
.Qualifying participants will be reimbursed for time and
travel.
Contact:
Orlando Clinic for Asthma and Respiratory Diseases
407-265-777!5 ext.7

exc i ting things ore ha p pe ni ng@

www.statravel.com
WE'VE BEEN THERE.
onllnE .. on THE PHO E .. on CAffiPU/ ,, on THE /TREET

,,

Welcome·santa to town, and have
a chance to start y~ur holiday
shopping with.an extrajingle
in your pocket!
'

.

ti

Enter to win a $1 00
shopping spree from
Oviedo Marketplace
during our Hometown
Holiday Celebration on
Saturday, November 22
at 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Food! The hot new campus craze!
Eating is okay, but eating gourmet is great. That's
why Crispers has been a sensation for over 16
'~years. Today, we're expanding throughout Flo rida as
the quick, delicious alternative to fast food. All our
gourmet salads, sensational soups, and stacked
sandwiches are made fresh, every single day.

At Crispers, gourmet soups are a specialty.
Since you're taking so many credits and going t o
so many classes, we want you to try it for FREE.
Just show us your valid UCF student ID card.

If you're a sweet freak, our desserts will make
your eyes open wide. Creamy cheesecakes,
mile-high layer cakes, cookies, brownies ...
it goes on forever. Then there are the real
milkshakes and gooey sundaes made with rich,
delicious Publix Premium ice cream.

Bes-t

We've got 12 varieties of soups, gumbos,
chowders, and Oriental soups made fresh,
every day. Purchase any garden-fresh
gourmet salad or hearty stacked sandwich
priced over $4, and get a 12-ounce cup
of our incredible soup, FREE.

No bad burgers, no pitiful pizza. Just great gou rmet
food, made fresh. And free soup, too

of all,

436 & UN IVERSITY
. 391 SO UTH SEM O RAN

it's ·F REE!

WINTER PARK
ph ( 407) 6 73-4 100
MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

R EGAL 20
WATERFORD THEATRES

Got a UCF ID card?

\c~
ALA FAYA

Then, there's FREE' SOUP
waiting for you at Crispers !

t

Free soup with main dish purchase and valid
student ID Card offer good Nov 17 - Nov 30.
We're sorry, but this free offer does not include
gumbos, chowders, or Oriental specialty soups.

WATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAI L
ORLANDO
MON-THU. 10:30AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. 10:30AM - 10 PM
SU N . 11 A M - 8 PM
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To see all our menu se lections, click
on www.crispe rs.com.

436

ph (407) 482-4727

SEMORAN BLVD.

1 ---------------~----
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UCF
Washington Center
(On Campus next to the
Bookstore)

Mon-Fri 9am - 6pm

407-497-0673

Unlimited calling on Friday, Saturday and Sunday

..

•

600 WHENEVER minutes®
No long dist~nce or roaming charges
$39.99 a month
Oviedo Marketplace

1-year agreement

(In front of Barnes and
Noble Bookstore)

Mon- Sat 1Oam - 9pm
Sun. Noon - 6pm

407-971-0771

~ · ·Mobile·
GET MORE• MINUTES. MORE FEATURES. MORE SERVICE.

authorized dealer
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